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Proud food development
towards new heights!

I

Liselott Hagberg.

3

quick
questions

for liselott hagberg

What’s your favourite ingredient?
– Hard to say, it varies over the year,
but fallow deer is a good ingredient and
very tasty.
What’s your favourite gadget in the
kitchen?
– Garlic press!
What dish would you never give up?
– I can’t live without meatballs with creamy
sauce done my way.

am happy and proud to hold the fifth edition of
Stolt Mat in my hand. A magazine that reflects the
culinary wealth and pleasure in Sörmland. This
pleasure of food is created through knowledge and
cooperation that leads to a strong development in the
culinary area. With Stolt Mat, we want to show existing
potential and strengthen the values we have in our county - where food is a primary industry.
It is important to highlight and be inspired by the
entrepreneurs who operate here and who see opportunities where others don’t. People who dare to invest in tradition in a new country with an altered environment. Or
those who have left the city for a life in the countryside
and dared to start a business. These are just a handful of
examples of culinary proponents you can read about in
this magazine.
The interest in the source of food is growing. Today,
as consumers, we are more aware and have different
requirements. We want to know more about the journey
of food, from farm to table. In Stolt Mat, you will meet
both producers and processors who enthusiastically
share their knowledge and experience with us readers.
You can also read about how retailers who work to increase the availability of local produce in our food stores
and in public kitchens.
It is good news that our work on our regional food
strategy will be completed during the year. This work is
conducted to increase self-sufficiency and food exports
in the county. You can read about the strategy on pages
44-45.
Stolt Mat is the result of a cooperation between
Södermanland County Council, Regionförbundet
Sörmland, Sörmlands Sparbank and Sparbanken
Rekarne. This is a joint development venture, and my
hope is that the work will continue in a permanent form
under Region Sörmland, which will come into force in
2019.
Welcome to new, exciting and inspiring reading!

Liselott Hagberg
Governor of Södermanland
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Influencers

Culinary Pleasure
in Focus
Malin and Rashma Randeniye, who run Alma, a vegan
lunch café in Nyköping, have many irons in the fire.
They also create music, newspapers and cookery books.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Per Groth
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Malin welcomes her guests cheerfully to lovely Alma.

T

Simple information on the tables.

here is a lovely smell of spices, oven roasted
root vegetables and tart chutney as we step
into the cosy café in central Nyköping. The
sun is shining through the large windows where the
name Alma is written with capitalised letters.
Malin and Rashma Randeniye are cooking lunch
in the open kitchen. They greet us cheerfully in the
bright restaurant.
– We are finally able to realise our dream, says
Malin and throws up her hands:
– Since Rashma and I met, we have been talking
about opening our own place – a restaurant, and now
this is reality!
They took over Alma in autumn 2017. It was
already a vegetarian restaurant.
– We wanted to continue in the same spirit, but
with our own mark on the place and the food, says
Malin and asks Rashma to turn on the fan.
– He will prepare lunch while we sit and talk.
Malin says they both like to simplify. The food they
serve is simple to prepare and easy to understand for
restaurant guests.
– The idea is I should be able to list the ingredients of a dish and the guest should be able to cook it
himself or herself if he or she wants to.
Malin and Rashma have been interested in food
since adolescence. Malin’s family moved to a farm
when she was a teenager and became more or less
self-sufficient. Everyone in the family had tasks Malin often worked in the vegetable field and in the

kitchen where the learned to process the produce
early on.
Rashma is from Sri Lanka, and the basis of traditional Sri Lankan cuisine is vegetarian. Even though
both he and Malin are omnivores, it made sense to
offer vegetarian food as restaurant owners.
– We mix our family recipes with our own recipes,
says Malin. At the same time, we have a lot of respect
for the flavour of the produce, and we want to highlight this in our food.
Many are familiar with Malin’s name and will
recognise her voice from Radio Sörmland, P4. For
over four years, she talked about food on Mondays in
the programme “Food with Malin”. There is a time for
everything and since last autumn Malin is busy with
Alma - besides all the other things she and Rashma
work on.
Malin is a trained nutritionist and practised the
profession for several years. Eventually, she became a
product specialist at a company dealing with nasogastric intubation food, and lived in Umeå. After some
time she missed home and moved back to Nyköping.
Malin and Rashma met again. Previously they had
been classmates, but now they fell in love and started
a family. Today they have three children.
With her background and interest in cooking it is
not so strange, perhaps, that Malin started thinking
about what to do next in the culinary field. Around
five years ago, when the interest in gluten free food
and baking grew considerably, she offered courses in
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Smoking hot root vegetables.

Preparing a vegetable stew.

gluten free baking. However, she soon
of greenery emerges from the pages. The
Name: Malin and
felt frustrated with reaching only small
recipes are seasonal. In 2018 “Bake gluten
Rashma Randeniye
groups.
free - bread and sweet favourites” will be pubAge: both 35
– I realised I should spread this knowllished, a collection of recipes created over
3 children aged 2 – 8
edge via the internet. So I So I found a
the years when Malin focused on gluten
Lives in: a flat in
Nyköping
way of producing a digital newspaper
free baking.
If there is time,
and stared Glutenfri Matlust.
How do you find the time?
they like to: cook
– I thought how hard can it be, and so
– I don’t watch TV series and stuff
to relax or perhaps
I did everything myself ! I wrote, created
like that. Our family is the priority, so we
watch stand up
recipes, took photos, did the graphic
spend times with the kids instead. Workdesign and published. The newspaing with Alma is also a way to be together,
per quickly got readers, and I also got
Malin smiles.
colleagues who wanted to contribute writing, she
While we have been sitting and chatting, Rashma
continues.
has laid out the fragrant buffet inside the restaurant.
After some time, Malin contacted the newspaper
The backdrop is a beautifully decorated wall with fancompany Egmont publishing and told them about
tastic plants in earthy colours – a hallmark of Alma.
her product and how they could easily use it to
Rashma stops a while and tells us he also has many
create a paper magazine. And so they did. Malin had
irons in the fire. Besides Alma, he runs a hairdressing
everything ready for the printers.
salon jointly with Malin’s
Today, the newspaper is created by a “cloud edimum and works shifts at
torial office”. Contributors sit in various locations in
SSAB – but best of all is
Sweden working on the newspaper. Malin as several
that his music has been reroles - she works as Editor in Chief, food writer and
leased by a record company
photographer. The newspaper is published six times
in Holland. Just as Rashma
per year, so there is a lot of work.
quickly finishes his story
But that’s not enough for Malin. She lives with
the door opens and the first
food constantly on her mind and has already publunch guests pile in. l
lished a book with another in the pipeline. The book
Malin Randeniye has also written
”The root to all things good” was published at the start
a book about gluten free baking
of 2017 and is a colourful book where Malin’s love
jointly with Susanne Hovenäs.
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Influencers
Other influencers in Sörmland who have
spread knowledge and inspiration beyond
the borders of the County include:

Hans Naess

Photo: Jennifer Glans

runs a company and works mainly with
issues relating to sustainable development.
For many years, he has promoted food from
Sörmland, among others as food ambassador in the last government’s Matlandet initiative, but also as the initiator of
Gastronomic conversations, which focuses
on current observations regarding food and
food production. Matverk has been around
for six years and is a competition in product
development where local traditions and produce are the focus. The competition is held
in each county. Currently he is also one of
18 members in Kålrotsakademin (the Swede
academy) which he started in 2015. l

Photo: Erik Olsson

Leila Lindholm
is a chef but most recognise her as a
presenter of her own food and baking
programs on television as well as a
large number of cookbooks and bakery
books that she publishes from her own
publishing house. Leila has introduced
a style in many people’s homes with
her photos. Nowadays her style is also
available in her kitchenware stores –
Leilas General Store. l

Tommy Myllymäki

is a chef who runs Julita Värdshus. Most
people will recognise him from various
television programmes and as the author of
a large number of cookery books, among
others Sallad, published in 2017. Tommy is
internationally famous since he competed
in Bocuse d'Or – also known as the World
Cup for chefs. The first time, in 2011, he was
awarded silver. The next time, 2015, he won
bronze in a tough competition. In 2007, he
was Chef of the Year. l
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By: Tommy Myllymäki
Photo: Charlie Drevstam

Unexpected
experiences close
to Stockholm

WELCOME TO
KATRINEHOLM
FLEN VINGÅKER

FOTO: HANNA MAXSTAD

There is so much to see and experience in this region
where you are always close to nature and culture.
If you want an authentic encounter with Swedish
countryside, there are many alternatives to choose
from. You can go canoeing on our lakes and rivers,
horse-riding or cycling along the beautiful Näckrosleden trail, or hike along the Sörmlandsleden trail.
For a complete experience, why not end the day with
a dip in a close-by lake and then buy something tasty
from a local farm shop?
A unique feature of our region are the numerous
palaces and manor houses that offer everything from
museum activities to hunting and wildlife safaris. Read
more about what Katrineholm, Flen and Vingåkers
have to offer tourists in our Visitor’s guide. Get a copy
at any of our Tourist Information offices or read it
directly at one of our websites.

www.sagolikasormland.se
Facebook: Sagolika Sörmland

Hotel, conference & restaurant

KATRINEHOLMS TOURISTINFORMATION
STATIONSPLAN 1 • +46(0)150-44 41 40
TURISM@KATRINEHOLM.SE
WWW.VISITKATRINEHOLM.SE
FLENS TOURISTINFORMATION
JÄRNVÄGSHOTELLET, S JÄRNVÄGSGATAN 2
+46 (0)157-43 09 96
HÄLLEFORSNÄS TOURISTINFORMATION
BRUKET • +46(0)157-43 09 95
TURISM@FLEN.SE • WWW.FLEN.SE
MALMKÖPINGS TOURISTINFORMATION
MOBILE TOURIST INFORMATION THAT IS OPEN IN THE
SUMMER, 28 MAY TO 2 SEPTEMBER
+46 (0)157-43 09 97
VINGÅKERS TOURISTINFORMATION
VINGÅKERS BIBLIOTEK
SERVICEKONTORET ÅBROGÅRDEN
+46(0)151-191 86 • TURISM@VINGAKER.SE
WWW.VINGAKER.SE

+46 (0)152-245 80 / www.hotellmalmkoping.se
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Varmt om hjärtat
Varmt om hjärtat är en helt ny portal för
crowdfunding av lokala projekt. Satsningen
är ett led i Sparbanken Rekarnes syfte att
vara en positiv kraft i samhället.
Varmt om hjärtat – www.varmtomhjartat.se –
är en sajt för så kallad crowdfunding eller, om du
vill, gräsrotsfinansiering.
Syftet är att fler projekt i Eskilstuna och Strängnäs kommuner ska kunna förverkligas.

Övertygelsen är att fler både vill och kan bidra
till den lokala utvecklingen i våra hemorter
– antingen som projektägare eller finansiärer.
Som föreningskund i Sparbanken Rekarne kan
du lägga upp och marknadsföra ett projekt som
behöver stöd i form av gåva.
Förhoppningsvis tycker fler att din idé är bra.

Vilken annan bank ger mer?

sparbankenrekarne.se

It’s happening in Sundbyholm
Just north of Eskilstuna, at the longest sandy beach of lake Mälaren,
is Sundbyholm – an oasis for many new discoveries. There is a castle,
a café, a smokehouse, a horse racing track and Sörmland’s largest rock
engraving – each of which is worth a visit.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft
Photo: Sundbyholm castle

Sundbyholm castle

Photo: Per Groth

T

he old baroque castle
Sundbyholm emerges
next to the sprawling beech forest overlooking
Mälaren. A beautiful white
building gleaming against the
blue summer-sky. Push the
heavy doors lightly and enter
into the large halls made for
Christin Widerberg.
parties and dance. Today
there is also a restaurant and an adjacent hotel.
Christin Widerberg and her husband Eric
Johansson have created an eventful Sundbyholm over
the 14 years they have lived here. Guests come here
for festivities and weddings. Corporate groups to have

conferences and others to experience one of the fascinating weekend packages offered over the year.
– We wanted to make use of the fantastic environment offered by the castle, says Christin. There is so
much history in the walls. We wanted to harness this,
so now guests can experience a 18th century masked
ball with dinner. Clothes are available to borrow.
We also arrange Viking dinners in our deep cellar
vaults. The food served is modern but is prepared
with produce that was available and eaten during
the Viking period. Another popular arrangement
is where guests solve a murder mystery over dinner.
This is a good activity in the colder season when the
wind is howling.
– This summer we will also offer boat trips in lake
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Sundbyholm at lake Mälaren with the castle,
the guest harbour and the beach.
Photo: Sundbyholm castle

Mälaren combined with food and accommodation.
We believe in this, if only the weather permits,
Christin smiles.
In the summertime, Sundbyholm comes to life with
its many strolling visitors. The sand beach nearby
offers swimming and the large lawn below the castle
is perfect for family picnics. This is also where the
Midsummer festivities take place. Musicians and
folk dancers from Rekarne folk dancers invite you to
dance and play around the maypole raised in a joint
effort. Two to three thousand visitors usually gather
and celebrate one of most beloved holidays.
– In August the park is transformed into a giant
concert arena – that’s when GES will come here to
play, says Christin. This is also an event that attracts
many visitors to the castle.
– But before then, “Bonde söker fru” (reality show
called “Farmer seeks wife”) will be recorded here
for nearly one week. These are fun days that have
become an attraction. The TV team are happy to talk
about themselves and don’t mind curious visitors.
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Photo: Per Groth

Inside the castle kitchen, we find cheerful looking
Emil Bruhn. He s the head of the kitchen and in
charge of all the varied meals. Together with his
team, Emil prepares and cooks everything from
wedding dinners to lunches, à la carte, theme dinners,
afternoon tea and cakes and patisseries.
– The food we prepare is adapted to the Nordic
seasons and has a clearly Swedish flavour profile but
with a certain international touch. We work with seasonal produce and prefer locally produced produce
and products, says Emil. We get fish and whitefish roe
from the lake, mushrooms from the forest and some
vegetables and flowers from a local producer. Since
we are an environmentally certified restaurant, we

and our suppliers are subject to stringent requirements.
– We are environmentally certified with the Nordic
Swan, Christin adds. Not only the food is subject to
the ecolabeling, but also beds, linen, paper – basically
everything we handle must meet certain requirements. Even though this involved additional work
initially, this is something close to our heart. We have
three children and want there to be a world for them
too.
– This means that we have to choose a lot of ecological foods and in some cases abstain from others,
Emil says. With seasonal cooking, it is particularly
important to allow fine produce speak for itself. We
also prepare menus that are tailored according to the
guests’ requests, which contributes to a varied and
inspiring work environment that encourages creativity
and good team work.
In the kitchen, Emil assists Malin Dahbo, Pastry
Chef, in assembling two ordered Glace au four. Ice
cream covered with Italian meringue that is burned
with a blowtorch and then garnished with a raspberry
coulis and berries. The recipe for this dessert is below. l

Glace au four á la Sundbyholm
Save the egg whites when you make the parfait
and use for the Italian meringue.
( 8–10 PORTIONS )

Vanilla parfait

Recipes!

5 dl whipping cream
5 egg yolks
5 tbsp granulated sugar
1 vanilla pod
1 tsp squeezed lemon
1. Mix egg yolks, sugar and the seeds
from one vanilla pod. Whisk until
foamy.
2. Whisk the cream with a little
squeezed lemon. Mix the eggs and
cream. Pour the mixture into a mold
about 20 x 30 cm with baking paper
in the bottom. Place in the freezer for
at least 4 hours.

Cake base

3 eggs
2 dl granulated sugar
2 dl wheat flour
2 tsp baking powder
½ dl milk
1 dl raspberry jam
1. Heat the oven to 250°.
2. Lace a long pan 30 x 40 cm with
baking paper. Whisk eggs and sugar
until white and foamy.
3. Mix flour and baking powder and
mix it carefully, alternating with milk,
into the mixture. Gently stir until the
batter is smooth. Pour into the long
pan.
4. Spread the batter evenly with a
dough-scraper. Bake in the middle of
the oven for about 5 minutes.
5. Remove the cake from the oven,
sprinkle a little sugar over it and
remove it with the sugary side down
on a baking sheet.
6. Remove the paper (brush with a
little cold water to loosen it more
easily) from the cake
7. Spread a thin and even layer of jam
over the whole cake. Split the cake
along the middle.

Photo: Per Groth

Italian meringue

3 dl granulated sugar + 1/3 dl
1 dl water
4 egg yolks
1. Put sugar and water in a saucepan.
Bring to a boil without mixing. Boil
until the syrup reaches around 122°.
Preferably use a thermometer.
2. Place the egg whites in a clean pot.
Preferably use a household appliance
with a whisk.
3. When the syrup has reached
around 115° - start to whisk the egg
whites carefully. When they are
foamy, add 1/3 dl sugar and whisk
until stiff.
4. When the syrup is around 122°, pour
it slowly into the egg whites while
whisking. Whisk until the meringue
cools. This is time-consuming.
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Assembly

1. Lace the frozen parfait on one of
the cake bases covered with jam.
Place the other cake base on top and
trim the edges.
2. Divide into desired number of
pieces, 8-10, and place in freezer.
3. Fill a piping bag with cold meringue.
Take out the ice cream pieces and
pipe or spread meringue around.
Place in the freezer directly and store
until serving.
4. Serving: Remove the glace au four
pieces from the freezer. Burn the
meringue with a blowtorch to the
colour desired. Let rest for around 20
minutes before serving. Garnish with
berries and raspberry coulis.

Sundbyholm harbour café

Photo: Per Gro
th

Photo: Sundbyholm Guest Harbour

T

he marina and guest harbour for visitors
has joined them to help with all the chores.
traveling with boats are located a stone’s
– We do a lot of these evenings. Shrimps are apprecithrow below the castle. Above the guest
ated, as is our grill buffet and then we have troubaharbour is the cosy harbour café. For ten years, sisters dour nights a few times in the summer, says Ulrica.
Ulrica Sjöberg and Helena Pagoldh have taken care
We are in charge of several arrangements in the
of visitors arriving both by boat and car.
park, sometimes we are in charge of the
They are responsible for the guest harbour
Midsummer festivities. If so, we are also
and camper parking, but in particular the
open for Midsummer celebrations in our
harbour café and restaurant, which they
café for guests ho wish to book in advance.
run in the summer.
Many who come with a boat stay all
– We start in March – April during
summer. Already in August, people book
weekends with waffles. Visitors from
moorings in the guest harbour and tables
Eskilstuna and others come to enjoy sweet
in the café to be on the safe side.
Sweet and savoury waffles
and savoury waffles here in our café, says
are popular in spring.
Ulrica.
The food is tasty but simple. The kitchen
is not so large, and the storage facilities are limited. It
The harbour café is simply decorated in white and
is also hard to estimate how many guests will come in
blue, as appropriate in a harbour. Around the café,
the evening since this depends on the weather. Howguests sit down on the large jetty to enjoy the mild
ever, most things can be solved with flexible thinking.
summer evenings, because this is where most things
– We stick to a simple menu with a few alternahappen.
tives. The most popular alternative currently is the fry
– We follow the boat season here at the café – we
meat at the table on a Black Rock – a super hot stone.
open in May when the boats are launched and close
But the tapas plank is also popular.
in September when they are taken out of the water
– We select local produce as far as possible. We
again. In the summer season, we are open most of the believe it is important to support local producers, but
time since we take care of a lot of things around here. it is hard to charge for this – not all guests are willing
to pay more for locally produced and crafted food.
Ulrica and Helena have developed the concept over
Things are slowly improving, however.
the years. It started with an ice cream café and simple
sandwiches and has now turned into a full-scale
There is always ice cream which is still sold in large
restaurant.
quantities. According to Ulrica they are the biggest
As a result of the development, Beatrix Rosendal
ice cream seller in Sweden. l
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Sundbyholm fish and meat smokery

J

ust before the road to the castle there is a road
to the right that leads to Hammartorps farm.
This is one of the largest farm shops in Sörmland and is operated by the Öholm/Borg family. For
18 years, they have sold smoked fish and meat at the
farm.
Today, Ninni Öholm and her colleague Alexandra
Hensson run the operations, but it was Ninni’s father
who started the business in the old chicken sheds.
– We run a smokehouse where we process meat
and fish, says Ninni. The salmon is from Norway
and the meat is Swedish. Some products are only
produced for major holidays, but otherwise our
product range remains the same around the year. In
summer, we have a little more meat and sausages for
the barbecue.
– We hot smoke and cold smoke salmon, some
varieties are spiced, but we also pickle salmon (gravad
lax) and one variety is both pickled and smoked –
so-called “najadlax”. This is very popular among our
customers and is also suitable for light grilling on the
barbecue, says Alexandra.
The smokery is deeper inside than the shop. There is
a slight smoky smell, but otherwise we wouldn’t guess
that we are in a smokery.

Ninni Öholm welcomes us
cheerfully in her shop.

Photo: Per Groth

– We smoke fish and meat separately on different days, says Ninni. We also accept game which
customers ask us to smoke. This meat is also smoked
separately.
Around 100 kilos of salmon is smoked at a time,
using juniper wood chips which burns well and gives
a tasty smoky flavour.
To have time for both smoking and the shop, the
week is split. Monday to Wednesday fish and meat
is smoked and processed. Thursday to Saturday the
shop is open for customers.
There is a lot more than smoked products in the shop.
Shelves outside the chilling rooms are filled with gifts
like napkins, chocolate, oils and marmalades. Small
plates and signs offer tasting of various products.
– We want to offer our customers an experience
for both the eye and the palate, so we have tasting stations where it is possible to taste smoked fish or meat,
but also flavourful sauces that complement this well. It
is easier to choose when you have tasted the different
products, Ninni and Alexandra point out.
Customers come from all corners of Sörmland
but also from Stockholm and quite a lot of Germans
also find their way here. Today, bus trips area offered
where the smokery is a stop along the way. l
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Stately manors

in the heart of Sörmland
Harpsund, Yxtaholm and Stenhammar are not just ordinary manor houses.
They are Sörmland’s are state administrations - but what does that actually
mean? And how are they taken care of? –We try to be an example for the region,
says the Manager, Per Rundengren.

H

arpsund, Yxtaholm and Stenhammar are
the county’s state administrations – but they
are also a unique workplace for a total of 14
individuals, who take care of the 4,000 hectares over
which the three estates spread.
All three are managed by Per Rudengren, 64.
– It is a special responsibility to take care of a state
administration. We try to be an example for the region, so clear rules and order is the motto. Harpsund
are Yxtaholm are both eco-certified and Stenhammar
is EU-certified. This means that we are under scrutiny a little more than usual, he says.
The most famous manor house is probably Harpsund,
located 12 km outside Flen. Since this is a recreational residence for Sweden’s Prime Minister, many
world leaders have visited the manor over the years,
and gone rowing in the famous Harpsund skiff on the
Harpsund lake. In particular, the leader of the Soviet
Union, Nikita Khrushchev, went rowing with Tage
Erlander in the summer of 1964.
Harpsund and Yxtaholm are actually joined, and
taken care of by the same staff. They are treated like
two separate manors because of their original owner,
and because of what happened when they were
donated to the state once upon a time.
– When Carl August Wicander had Harpsund donated to the state in 1952, he wrote that any surplus
was to go to the National Property Board of Sweden.

Yxtaholm, on the other hand, was donated only in
1984 by a man named Helge Molin, and he wrote
in his will that the surplus was to go to the Södermanland County Council to benefit conservation in
Södermanland, Per Rudengren explains.
The manor Stenhammar is leased since 1965
by the then Crown Price – our current King – Carl
XVI Gustaf. This happened after the former Court
Chamberlain Robert von Kraemer bequeathed it to
the Swedish state in 1903.
Taking care of state owned manor houses in some
ways does not differ from taking care of other types
of properties. The finances must add up, but since
it involves a large number of properties over a large
area of land, the work must be planned in detail.
– I would say building maintenance is the biggest
challenge. We are talking old and large heritage
buildings where there are constantly things that need
to be fixed.
– For example, we have around 170 roofs, and
we also have over one thousand animals in the three
estates overall, he continues.
Per Rudengren adds:
– This is a never ending job – but it’s a challenge
that is also great fun! l
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Text: Jon Forsling

Photo: Mattonstock

Facts

Sörmland’s state administrations:

Yxtaholm estate.

Harpsund’s barn.

HARPSUND: Located 12 kilometers from Flen. Harpsund has a total area of 1 654
hectares, of which 1 051 hectares is productive forest while 641 hectares is other
land. The Harpsund Board is in charge of running the agriculture and forestry while
the National Property Board of Sweden manages the representational part of
Harpsund, i.e. the main buildings, the garden and the park.

YXTAHOLM: In 1984, Helge Molin donated Yxtaholm estate to the Swedish
state. In his will, Helge Molin provided
that the surplus from the property
should benefit conservation in the
county of Södermanland. The area
currently totals 368 hectares, of which
field, grazing and other land accounts
for 158 hectares and productive forest
land accounts for 210 hectares. All
leisure and permanent residences are
leased, fields, hunting and fishing rights
and most of the premises are leased.

STENHAMMAR: Located just outside Flen. The estate encompasses a total
of 2 200 hectares of land. Of this, 1 400 hectares is productive forest, and 450
hectares is fields and grazing. The remaining areas are impediment and other land.
Impediment is low-production forest, such as mountain hills, bogs and wetlands.
SOURCES: STENHAMMARSGODS.SE, HARPSUND.SE Photos from websites

Stenhammar.
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Become waste-smart
WITH THE MINIMISER MASTERS

Gold medal
FOR THE BEST MILK

Participate in the competition that reduces food
waste in your home! In Trosa and Nyköping,
families have strived to reduce their waste for a
year. Through the network, they get knowledge and
advice about what they can do.
Globally, a third of everything produced is thrown
away. For a family, this represents a cost of around
SEK 6,000 per year. This needs to change to reduce
climate impact.

Congratulations to Ann-Mari Svedberg and
Carl Persson of Boglötsgård who accepted a
gold medal from the King during a ceremony
in Stockholm. The prize has been awarded
since 1958 by LRF to draw attention to and
praise milk whose quality has exceeded the
requirements of dairies for a long time.
Photo: Jann Lipka SOURCE: LRF

Seed drill or seeding drill – what is the correct term?
The exhibition Fields is about the history of farming over 500 years and an interesting
excursion for the curious. It is a permanent exhibition in the barn complex of Julita gård.

40

degrees

is the angle of the edge
of Eka knives, guaranteeing razorblade sharpness
and durability. Eka is
the Eskilstuna-company whose knives
are famous across the
world for their quality.
They have made knives
since 1882 and make
everything from the
smallest pen-knife to
special knives designed
for specific professions.

Purple carrots
The carrot was originally purple. The modern orange carrot exists only
because Dutch farmers at the end of the 18th century grew mutated
strains of the purple variety. It quickly became popular for its sweet taste
and because it didn’t stain like the purple one does.
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Hamnen.

Storgatan.

Explore Nyköping’s
restaurant scene.
Enjoy a native Nyköping
venison roast or an awardwinning pizza. Sip fine wines
and locally brewed beers.
Dine near the sea or
neighborhood bistros.

Stora Torget.

Svärdsklova.

Get a sugar fix at a beloved
bakery, or relax at a coffee
shop. The options are endlessly
delicious.
So what are you waiting for?
Search our restaurants, bars,
and food tours and book your
reservation today.
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Hiking with

flavours from
Sörmland
Hiking is the new black, and Sörmlandsleden has noted a
record increase in the number of its members. New food habits
accompany the new generation of hikers – preferably
a three-course dinner with local flavours.
Text: Susanne Sawander | Photo: Karin Reibring
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Sea, forest, bogs and mountains are
available along Sörmlandsleden
which is well marked with signs.

A
There is plenty of
white water lily in
the numerous lakes
and water bodies of
Sörmland.

t the beginning of the 00s, the
association Sörmlandsleden
consisted of 200 members. Today
the number has increased to 5,000. The
figures more than confirm the trendspotting that hiking is high on the list of the
most hyped activities a person can devote
their spare time to.
– Indeed, it is obvious that a new generation has discovered Sörmlandsleden,
says Håkan Lindqvist, Chairman of the
association Sörmlandsleden.
He points mainly to a general health
trend where hiking offers a perfect combination of the outdoors and adventure.
However, the increased interest in hiking
can also be attributed to a longing for the
uncomplicated, a little peace and quiet in
our often hectic existence. That is precisely what taking time to explore the local
environment is all about. A survey by the
Swedish Tourist Association shows that
most people hike near their home.
Sörmlandsleden’s main success factor
is that it is around the corner for those
of us who live in the county, and that it
offers hiking at all levels, Håkan Lindqvist
concludes.
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– It’s easy to get out there, it doesn’t
require any expensive equipment or a
lot of planning. We are also noticing that
social media has had a big impact, people
connect, give each other tips and hike
together. Sörmlandsleden’s trademark is
strong today, and that’s great.
With more young people, families and
others who didn’t necessarily grow up in
hiking boots, both the need for and attitude to the outdoors have changed. This is
clearly noticeable when it comes to food.
A picnic in a suitable spot is unbeatable
and still most people’s preference. Springs
with drinking water, windshields and barbecue sites are marked on the stage maps
on the website.
– In the picnic areas at stages 30–36
there are also pancake griddles, says Eva
Freidmann, an experienced hikerand
former member of the association Sörmlandsleden.
But large groups prefer a more refined
culinary experience than a sandwich and
coffee from a thermos. It is also convenient to skip the packing.
– There are plenty of beautifully located

Perfect fire for grilling sausages at Marvikarna.

A view from Simonsberget.

and really good eating places along the
hiking trail where it is possible to start or
end the hike with coffee, lunch or dinner.
Some of them are only open in the high
season so it is advisable to check opening
hours, Eva Freidmann adds.
She mentions Södertuna castle outside
Gnesta, Skottvång’s mine, Malmköping
camping, Stora Djulö outside Katrineholm, Stjärnholm castle between
Nyköping and Oxelösund and Nynäs castle north of Nyköping as a few examples.

kayaking followed by a hot tub and a wildlife inspired three-course dinner.
– Nature experiences with food playing
a central role is a clear trend. Many are
looking for something genuine, says
Tobias Kjell at Mer Aktiv, who provide
the guiding.
He is backed by Lena Gawell at
Rocklösa farm outside Stjärnhov, which
offers hiking packages with overnight
accommodation and full service with a
clear focus on locally produced and home
cooked food. Hikers are provided with a
picnic and a map as well as transfer to the
trail. When the return, a sauna and three
courses with flavours from Sörmland
awaits them.
– We cooperate with several local producers and generally offer game, locally
caught fish or ecological meat from the
farm. We also serve cheese and sausages
from the region, and we bake our own
bread. My next step is to introduce our
wild herbs on the menu.

Or why not spend the night in the forest?
In recent years, several bed & breakfasts
have popped up along the trail. They
offer both overnight accommodation and
breakfast in the open air.
– The offer has not only increased,
it has also become broader. Some look
for simplicity, others want to reward
themselves after a day’s hike and this has
opened up for new markets. For example
different hiking packages, a niche that we
will definitely see more of, according to
Håkan Lindqvist.
Virå bruk, south of Nyköping, attracts
visitors with guided hiking mixed with

In other words – there is more than one
reason to catch on to this trend – it’s time
for an excursion. l
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Culinary
finesse

along
Sörmlandsleden

A few examples:
• Södertuna castle
• Skottvång’s mine
• Malmköping
camping
• Stora Djulö
• Stjärnholm’s castle
• Nynäs castle
• Virå bruk
• Rocklösa gård

Kerstin and Claes lift the
25 kilo cheese Big Ben.
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world class cheese
A lot is happening around Jürss and their cheeses just now! The year began
with gold and bronze in the world cheese championship. Soon, the caverns at
Hälleforsnäs will be filled with new cheeses. but before then perhaps you might
be interested in a little cheese tasting?
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Per Groth

T

oday world-class cheese are curdled in the old
staff changing rooms at Hälleforsnäs bruk.
With its even temperature and air humidity
the caverns adjacent to the old mill are a perfect place
to store cheese. This was the reason Jürss dairy moved
here from Flen in 2016. The caverns will be ready for
the cheeses to move in already during 2018.

Two enthusiasts are behind the dairy. Claes and
Kerstin Jürss, who started the dairy in Flen in 2004.
Previously, they worked in Jämtland with training
craft dairymen and developing the industry for
small-scale cheese curdling in Sweden. Kerstin is still
involved both in the Swedish and the European industrial organisation, in connection with useful guidance
and regulations for small dairies.
– It’s important that we who work with the product
are heard, so that not all regulations are based on the
major cheese-producers’ circumstances and possibilities, she says with a sigh.
Kerstin believes it is important to encourage large
and small producers to cooperate. This will require
more hard work, but she feels things are going in the
right direction.
The cheese shop is connected with the dairy. From
here, it is possible to see the very heart of the operations, where the cheese is made This provides an
extra dimension and feeling for what you choose in
the cheese counter. And there is a lot to choose from.
Several types look familiar, but the names are different – and of course Claes’ and Kerstin's craftsmanship has given them a special character.
You might have already encountered one of Jürss’
cheeses in a grocery store or restaurant. They are
available all of the country and the name is familiar
to many. Jürss is even available in Denmark, but so far
not in any other countries.

World Cheese Champion
Katrine Vogel, the dairy’s wholesaler has nagged
Claes and Kerstin for many years that they ought to
participate in World Cheese Award. Finally, in 2017,
it happened. The Jürsses sent a few of their cheeses
to the competition, which was held in London. Time
passed by without a word from the organisers.
– We didn’t even know whether the cheese had
arrived, Claes and Kerstin say in unison.
Claes explains that the cheese were first sent to
Le Havre, where all the cheeses from Europe were
collected for a joint transport to London.
After a while they had nearly forgotten about the
competition. And then one night, when they were
in the car, they received a call from a colleague in
Norway who congratulated them on winning gold for
their fir bark cheese and bronze for Sörmlands blue
cheese in a competition with more than 3,000 other
cheeses.
They couldn’t believe it! The very idea that their
cheese from Hälleforsnäs had been classified as some
of the world’s best!
With two medals and international recognition,
you might think that the global markets open up. But
that’s not quite how it works.
– No that’s not the case, says Claes. We can only
use our medals in marketing, but it doesn’t lead to any
major sales or export other than what we really have
to Denmark.
World Cheese Award is conducted annually and in
a different country every year. The competition is wellknown in the industry but not to the average person.
– For us the prize is an inspiration and evidence
that we are doing the right thing, says Kerstin.
– And sure, sales have increased a little, mainly the
fir bark cheese has received a lot of attention. This
year, the competition is arranged in Bergen and one
of Jürss cheeses will probably compete for a medal. l
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Fir bark cheese
Sörmlands blue
cheese

Linnéa

Tomme

Cheeses from Jürss dairy
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Fir bark is boiled
for the fir bark
cheese and in the
large cauldron
milk is curdled to
cheese.

Linnéa

Tomme

Big Ben

A soft, mild white mold cheese
that offers a lot of flavour
without being sharp. The idea
is that it should be “nice” – a
cheese that everyone can like
and recognise. It is a little bit
similar to brie, a little bit tart
and with a note of mushrooms
which is characteristic for white
mould cheese. A classic on the
cheese tray where it balances
the stronger cheeses. Apart from
the cheese tray, Linnéa is suitable for sandwiches, especially
with se tomato marmalade or
vegetables. Perfect for picnics.

A farm cheese sold both young
and aged. The young cheese
has a pure and simple taste, and
yet full and a little tart, a mild
flavour and a lot of the milk-flavour still there. Aged Tommy
has a fuller flavour. The flavour
blossoms out and feels somewhat
stronger. Tomme is a type of
cheese that was often produced
at home in the old days. Basically, itis a white mould cheese
but with ageing its character is
toned down. Internationally wild
mould is usually used for this
type of cheese, which gives the
aged cheese a special character.
A young Tomme works in the
same contexts as Linnea, but the
aged cheese lives its own life and
its consistency becomes more solid. Almost like a hard cheese.

Claes and Kerstin hold (p. 27)
their latest 25-kilo creation: Big
Ben. A hard cheese aged for at
least 18 months. It is a dry, hard
and brittle cheese that cannot be
planed but is eaten in pieces with
a glass of full-bodied red wine.
Big Ben stands out by itself and
does not need any condiments or
other cheeses to accompany it. It
could be compared with parmesan, but is not as hard. Big Ben
is one of the cheeses that will be
stored in the caverns.

Sörmlands blue cheese
For a long time, this is the cheese
Jürss produces and sells most. It’s
a blue mould cheese with lots of
flavour without being itchy as
blue cheese can be. Sörmlands
blue cheese has a full, round
flavour with both tartness and
aroma. It goes with anything: on
the cheese tray, on a sandwich,
and on barbecued meat. Or
crumbled in a cold sour cream
sauce. This is also a good cheese
for Christmas, as it compliments
the spicy and sweet flavours of
Christmas very well. Accompany
with a port or a full-bodied red
wine.

Fir bark cheese
This is a little special as it is best
eaten warm to really come to
its own. This is a soft cheese
with washed rind with some
white mould. There is fir bark
around the cheese. When the
fir bark cheese is heated in the
oven, it becomes soft enough for
dipping bread and vegetables.
Serve it as a meal or on a buffet,
with a glass of white Alsace or
a soft Pinot Noir. One cheese is
enough for three to four persons
as a starter. In the summer, you
can wrap it in foil and place
it on the barbecue – a perfect
condiment for barbecues.
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More
about
cheese
Do you want to learn more about
cheese and the craft of curdling
cheese? Jürss dairy arranges viewings, tastings and courses.

From pizzeria to
pizza factory
Destiny and some spare time at Fazana led to both a first prize in the
Swedish Pizza championship and a pizza factory with handmade pizzas.
Tony tells Stolt Mat how it all happened.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Per Groth

W

e are waiting on the pavement outside
pizzeria Fazana in central Nyköping.
We have an appointment to meet Tony
Gerasovsky who turns up on the doorstep, unlocks
and welcomes us. Since a few years back, the pizzeria
is not open for lunch. There is no time for that any
longer. On the other hand it is usually full in the
evenings. Many guests are families and loyal guests,
but some have traveled a long way, having read about
Fazana’s pizzas. Fazana became famous way beyond
Nyköping when Tony won the Swedish Pizza Baking
Championship in 2011.

– I didn’t know how to bake pizza, but I had seen how
it’s done since I was a child, says Tony. It was a bit
shaky at the beginning, but after a while I got into it.
After Danne recovered, Tony continued to help
out during weekends. One weekend, a banner turned
up on his computer, which said “Do you want to become
the best pizza baker in Sweden?”
– I didn’t hesitate for a second before I pressed the
yes-button, Tony laughs and adds he was short of
time in preparing a contribution for the contest.
– I wanted to create a pizza with a local connection, and at the time there was a Bison farm outside
Nyköping, so I went there to buy meat and created
my pizza, says Tony, adding that after three weeks he
received a message - congratulations, you are one of
four who qualified for the final!

A pizza baker
There is a warm “home atmosphere” at Fazana.
Olive green walls meet brown wooden panels.
The tables are a generous size for many
to gather around, and the open kitchen
A winner
invites guests to watch when the pizza
Second place with a Bison pizza was a
bakers swirl the dough into large
creditable achievement, but Tony was not
saucers.
satisfied. Instead, Toney went home
Appointed Sweden’s quite
When Tony’s dad, Danne Gerasovski,
and crated a new pizza to compete with.
tastiest pizza
suddenly fell ill and the family restauThis was a truly opulent pizza with tenderrant needed someone to take over, Tony
ised deer, forest fungus and lingonberries
took on the challenge. At the time, Tony
– flavours from Sörmland, from the forest
was working in Stockholm with wine imports, but
and from hunting, the clear theme of
he never hesitated.
the 2011 contest contribution.

2011
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Tony Gerasovski with
a salami pizza ready
for the oven.
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Pizzas are baked by hand
in the pizza factory.

A pizza that made a winner of Tony and placed
factory was ready in Nyköping and capacity increased
Fazana on the Swedish pizza map. Guests still ask for
drastically.
this pizza. The award also aroused more interest in
– There has been something of a revolution in the
Fazana. The Gerasovski family
pizza world, says Tony. As chefs have
enjoyed media attention and
started baking pizzas, the pizza has
many guests traveled from afar.
experienced a boom – both in terms
Tables were full both for lunch
of ingredients, but also pricing, he
The most popular and bestand dinner. But in the meantime,
continues. Pizzas used to cost around
selling pizzas are still the tradinew things also happened.
SEK 70 for many years, but now
tional ones – Vesuvius, closely
nobody raises an eyebrow if a pizza
followed by the kebab pizza (not
so traditional), Capricciosa and
A factory is born
costs SEK 140. This creates opportuHawaii.
Tony came upon the idea of
nities for further development.
baking pizzas between lunch and
Pizzas baked in the pizza factory
In 2018, Hemglass [Swedish ice
cream van company] will also
dinner as well, and contacted a
are also sold to restaurants. They
sell Tony’s pizzas which will
local retailer.
buy mainly pizza bases with cheese
increase production.
– I asked if he was interested
and tomato sauce which chefs can
Fazana started in 1976 and has
in selling frozen, craft baked
process in their own way at their
been located in the same prempremium pizzas and he was, says
restaurants. But ready-made pizzas
ises since 1979. Tony believes it
Tony. They were also the first
are also sold, mainly to seasonal
is the oldest pizzeria with the
ecological pizzas in Sweden.
restaurants.
same owner in Sweden.
Initially, Tony baked the pizIn the summer of 2017, 250,000
The first pizza baked in the
zas at Fazana between lunch and
pizza
bases without filling were
factory was salami pizza.
dinner. He built a pizza baking
baked in the factory. Normally,
system that he used in the factory
around 4,000 pizzas with filling are
that he opened later. The frozen pizzas aroused inbaked every day. They are made by hand, but thanks
terest and the major grocery chain wanted to include
to fast ovens and conveyors the pizzas are moved
Tony’s pizzas in the central product range.
quickly between the various stages. Just like at Fazana,
Three months after their initial contact, the
but on a bigger scale. l

Fazana
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»Sörmlands Sparbank –
not the average bank.«

We are committed to help the community
Sörmlands Sparbank reinvests part of
its profits in schemes that benefit the
local community. We do this because
we believe in promoting Sörmland as an
attractive place to visit, live and work in.

Our interest in high-quality, healthy,
locally-grown groceries generates
growth and job opportunities in
Sörmland. It goes without saying that
Sörmlands Sparbank provides funding
to Stolt Mat i Sörmland.

0771-350 350 | sormlandssparbank.se

New Zealander

Photo: Lee Kearney

With pie in his luggage

Creamy minced-meat
filling in flaky crust.
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Photo: Catarina Bennetoft

Happy pie bakers Tom Simpson and Mattias Wijkmark.

Text: Catarina Bennetoft

Flaky portion pies with flavours and origins from New
Zealand are spread from Sörmland throughout the country
by two enthusiastic pie bakers aiming for exports.

T

om Simpson moved from New Zealand to
Forssjö, Sweden with his Swedish sweetheart
a few years ago. In the luggage, he brought
typical New Zealand delicacies.
– I also had in mind the foody and tasty pies that
are so typical of New Zealand, which I knew I would
miss when I moved to Sörmland, Tom says in pure
Swedish with a New Zealand dialect.
Having installed himself in his new country, Tom
set up an import company and started to sell chutney
and relish from his home country. But it was the idea
of baking the pies he missed so much that drove him
on.
– Pies are staple food in New Zealand. People
have pie for lunch, on the go, a so-called grab’n go,
says Tom. Everyone loves pie and there are fillings
from all the world cuisines – like chicken curry, eggs
and bacon,
feta cheese and tomatoes, pulled pork and so on.
Eventually, Tom acquainted the chef Mattias
Wijkmark, who was looking for a new challenge.
They met in Forssjö, where kids, family and training brought them together. Soon enough, they also
found a joint interest in food and development.
They rented a catering kitchen over the weekends
and baked flaky pies with different, savoury fillings.
At the same time, a special pie truck was purchased

in Germany. With the truck, they planned to conquer Sweden and spread the flaky pies at sports and
music events.
But things didn’t go quite according to plan.
Instead, the pies were sold as soon as they came
out of the oven in the catering kitchen. The rumour
about the savoury pies had spread and demand was
steadily increasing. The kitchen and weekends was
no longer enough to meet the demand.
In the summer of 2016, they found empty industrial
premises in Katrineholm. In February 2017, after an
extensive conversion, production was in full swing.
Today, around 1,000 pies per day are prepared in
the modern production facility.
– Now, we are limited by the freezing. The shock
freezer can’t keep up, says Mattias who is in charge
of production. A shock freezer freezes the newly
baked pies quickly freezes the freshly baked pies, thus
preserving flavours and flakiness in the pie crust.
New shock freezers will be installed since the
company, NZ Craft Pies, is expanding.
– We have quintupled the production and sale
area in the property and are building an extension.
We will increase production to around 10,000 pies a
day, says Tom.
– We have also designed consumer packaging so
that our pies can be sold in grocery stores and not
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Photo: Lee Kearney

is carried out – at first 100 pies, and then around
600. If the recipe works, a big test with 1,000 pies is
carried out.
– The recipes always have to be rescaled and
adapted. It’s not just a matter of doubling the
ingredients, says Mattias. That way you can easily
get the wrong proportions. It’s easy to get too much
seasoning or too much liquid in relation to the other
ingredients, he continues.
Mattias has baked a lot of pies by now, so he has
a good understanding of ingredient proportions, but
thorough work is still needed in relation to the recipe
for production to work.
– We can’t have too many varieties yet, this makes
production more difficult since we need to clean all
the tools and machinery we use each time we make a
new pie, says Tom.

Sausage rolls.

just to restaurants, cafés, pubs and the like, as is the
case today, Tom and Mattias tell us.
Demand is also increasing locally. Today, they have a
small shop in connection with the bakery, where customers come to buy frozen pies and other delicacies.
However, the situation in the industrial area where
there are many jobs is also opening up for other
opportunities.
– We are going to open a café here in our premises,
says Tom. The furnishings will be from New Zealand,
but on the industrial side. We will also serve other
specialties from New Zealand – not only pies, he adds
cheerfully.
The plan is to open the café in April/May and simultaneously to employ more people in the company.
Currently, three employees work full-time, including
Mattias and Tom, but they are planning to hire another two in spring.
Today, they make around 10 different types of pies.
The fillings are rich both in terms of flavour and
ingredients. What distinguishes these pies from those
we are more used to here in Sweden is the flaky
dough and, to some extent, the filling. The dough is
a short crust pastry, a type of puff pastry, that flakes
nicely around the edges when baked. The fillings do
not contain egg, but instead stowage and cheese adds
creaminess to the pie.
The development of new pies begins at home in
Mattias’ kitchen. If they like the flavour, a test baking

He knows what he’s talking about. Tom is a trained
food engineer and is well versed in food and food
technology, but especially knowledgeable about the
requirements in relation to hygiene and quality assurance, and compliance with these.
With his background, Tom is keenly interested in
large scale food production. He regrets that Sweden
has dismantled its food production industry and instead imports from adjacent countries, and has strong
views on this.
– Sweden has plenty of produce and entrepreneurial spirit, but if nobody processes the produce here,
we are losing out in terms of economic development,
says Tom and shakes his head. There are many
skilled people in other branches in the industry,
but cooking is disappearing. The food industry is
one of the biggest industries, globally. It is insane
that Sweden as a country is not investing more to
ensure that processing stays in the country. Increased
demand for produce from the industry leads to more
agriculture and jobs in the countryside. Factory jobs
are increasing as are highly qualified jobs in product
development, process optimisation, quality assurance
and loads more. There will also create synergies with
other industries since large-scale and world class food
production requires advanced technology and higher
education. We must also encourage our youth to see
the enormous opportunities in the food industry. I
really hope there will be many new jobs in the future
that do not exist today.
Mattias catches Tom’s eyes and ends the conversion with a vision.
– Our ambition is for our company to grow and
become large with a market both here and abroad,
but right now we are living for the moment and look
forward to the expansion ahead of us. l
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The pie factory NZ craft pies

Today, around
1,000 pies per day
are produced.

Photo: Catarina Bennetoft
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A wholesaler with a nose for
locally produced products
The interest in locally produced food is increasing among restaurants
and mass caterers. Products that one of the largest wholesalers in Sweden
is supplying. – We are not talking locally produced but focus on the identity
of the product instead, says Mattias Femling at Meningo.

M

enigo’s large central warehouse is located
in Strängnäs. Food is sent from here to
restaurants and mass caterers around the

country.
– We work a lot with locally produced products
throughout Sweden, says Markus Femling who is in
charge of the locally produced product range. We
have chosen to focus on identity more than location
and proximity when we market products. The buyer
determines what is locally produced.
Instead, Menigo chooses to talk about the products’ origin, their producers and the conditions under
which they are produced.
– So although our central warehouse is in Sörmland, we have locally produced products from all of
Sweden here. Of course, we focus a little extra on
producers in the vicinity, Markus says. For example,
we sell marmalade from Finesserna and flour from
Warbokvarn. And I am deeply impressed by Ciderättikan from Flinkesta and Pomologik’s products. Craft
foods in Sörmland are of high international quality.
Is it a problem for a major total supplier to source
small-scale production?
– Oh no, we can adapt ourselves, as long as we
know what the conditions are in advance. It is important that deliveries arrive according to the orders and
that quality is consistent. So it doesn’t have to be large
volumes.
You mentioned identity food - what does that mean?
– It’s a market phenomenon that customers want.
They want to know where the food comes from, what
makes a specific product special and something people don’t mind paying for. Municipalities also want
food with a local identity these days. Today, buyers
find it easier to accept the conditions that this entails
than previously. For example, if a municipality buys

locally produced potatoes – then it won’t be of prime
quality in April or peeled, but the municipality will
still choose this potato because of its identity.
Do you have a large range of locally produced foods?
– We work with fifty different local producers
spread across the country. We have selected what we
feel is really, really good. Hand-picked and locally
produced.
Do you have any sustainability requirements?
– Sustainability is important to us and we want it
to be important to our suppliers and customers too.
We can impose requirements on new customers. We
have clear sustainability requirements in relation to
our suppliers, which we believe is crucial to move the
industry in the right direction.
Does this matter in relation to quality?
– Yes, absolutely, although it is the sensory quality
that is most important to our customers, but sometimes this can be directly linked to ecological production, such as Warbokvarn’s products.
How can a producer get you to include their
products in your product range?
– By contacting Menigo and preferably me to
discuss the conditions. It’s a different world here, so
it’s important for us to help and explain. It’s important to contact us well in advance of delivery.
Suppliers must be able to deliver in the long-term
and regularly for at least 2 years. So the producer
must think ahead and plan the production. If this is
possible, we can cooperate.
Do you have a wish-list for products?
– Yes, I would like to see a local slaughterhouse
here in Sörmland but also a local dairy for consumer milk. I am also looking for a business partner in
relation to game. The interest in and demand for this
is big. l
Text: Catarina Bennetoft
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The local food will be
labelled with Stolt Mat
in the store.
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Locally produced food
should be sold locally!
The interest in locally produced foods is increasing. Young consumers today
are demanding. They want to know where the food comes from and this is
more important than ever. This is something retailer Emil Remröd in
Katrineholm has noticed.

-F

or many years, we have seen a demand for
locally produced food from or customers, says
Emil Remröd who runs ICA Maxi in Katrineholm. We have made several attempts over the
years, but it is difficult for small producers to deliver
based on our requests. Because of this, the ambition
has often come to nothing.
At the initiative of Stolt Mat, a project has been
started to increase the proportion of locally produced
foods in some large ICA stores in Sörmland, including Katrineholm.
The idea is for producers to undertake to deliver a
certain volume of products over the year. This means
they can plan production and know that they will get
a yield, but also a possibility of expanding and promoting development. New products can be produced
based on demand and a dialogue with the retailer.
Locally produced foods will be sold starting in 2018
under the trademark Stolt Mat. Emil Remröd is
enthusiastic.
– We think this is really exciting! To be able to
highlight local framers, fishermen or jam producers
in our store is something we want to do and it’s important to us, but even more so to the customers. The
ecological product range has increased over the years,
but we are now seeing a greater demand for locally
produced products, says Emil. It is mainly the younger customers who are demanding. They want to know
where the food comes from, who produced it and
preferably how it is produced. That’s why we believe
in this project. If there are several of us buying, and
with Stolt Mat’s support we can conduct a dialogue
with different producers, then this will be a success.
Emil says there was a similar project conducted successfully in Småland and known as “Redig Mat” [Plain
Food]. But the project in Sörmland is still in its infancy.

– It take time to go from an idea to action, says Emil.
Once we find the producers who want to participate
and can deliver according to our criteria, they need
time to produce the products. But we already have
a few local producers who have invested and will be
able to deliver. These include, for example, Julita
Rapsolja [rapeseed oil] and Björkviksägg [eggs].
According to Emil the local products will have
a high profile in the store, with among
others a Stolt Mat sign, and also initiatives such as a local food market
inside the store and that the producers can personally introduce
their products. However, the store
can create interest primarily by
external marketing through
advertising and social media.
– I see great potential
in the trademark. It
raises our profile
and develops us,
both us retailers
and the food
producers, but
mainly we are
fulfilling the customers’ wishes,
says Emil. l
Text: Catarina
Bennetoft

Emil Remröd, retailer in
Katrineholm, is pleased
with the investment in
local foods in the store.
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More locally produced food
in the public meal
Last year, Katrineholm won a prize for its public meals, LRF’s Silver
Cauldron, as a result of its initiatives with locally produced foods. This work
is important, and not always as easy as it could be. – We would like more of the
food we serve to be locally produced, but access and rules limit us, says Robert
Henriksson, Head of the Food and Meals Unit.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft

LRF´s award
Silver Cauldron 2017

Sörmland falukorv from Mälarchark in Eskilstuna.

awarded to Katrineholm
municipality for its work with
serving food from Sörmland,
cooked from scratch in it´s
public operations.
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or a long time, efforts have
been made to commit to
local producers in Katrineholm and Vingåker municipalities. This effort was not initially
obvious.
– It wasn’t easy to get local food
producers to deliver their products, but after conversations and
meetings we have found a solution
that works, says Robert Henriksson, Head of the Food and Meals
Unit. The key turned out to be a
central re-loading stage to reduce
transports for local producers. But
also that we have a constant dialogue. We solve any problems that
arise together. If they can’t deliver,
we find alternative procurement
channels.
In Katrineholm and Vingåker
eight producers supply their own
products. This includes meat,
game, oils and honey.
– We could buy from more local
suppliers, but the public procurement rules restrict us, says Robert.
Procurements are great, we need
the structure, but I wish there was
more room for our own choices.
Public procurement is a way of ensuring that public authorities treat
everyone who want to do business
with the public sector equally. The
rules are the same throughout
the EU, which means that public
authorities must not be loyal to
domestic suppliers. The best
product at the best price is the
rule.
– I feel why should I have to
buy chicken from the other side of
the globe when we have Swedish
chicken a few kilometres away – a
big company that employs a lot
of people too, says Robert. That’s
how the rules work, but since it’s
important for us to serve locally
produced Swedish chicken, we
require that they are bred in
accordance with Swedish animal

welfare laws. And then we get to
buy Swedish chicken.
Robert says that he had hoped
the government’s food strategy
would clarify the guidelines and
make it easier to buy Swedish or
locally produced food, but the
tools to be able to do so are still
not available.
– There is a lack of both information and guidelines on what we
can do to increase the domestic
supply rate. But we continue to do
our best to offer as much locally
produced as we can.
Are there any foods that are
difficult to find locally?
– Vegetables! We have to source
them from Östergötland. The
growing conditions are better
for vegetables there than here in
Sörmland. We use a radius of 250
km when we call food locally produced, but we prefer to buy within
the municipality.
Is locally produced food more
expensive?
– The prices are according
to budget, but with increasing
demand, the price also increases.
This may mean, for example, that
we can’t always buy as much game
as we would want to due to supply.
Do you have a strategy to keep
costs down?
– We are “eco-smart”. Today
we have different cooking techno
logies which means we can reduce
the amount of meat, which is
expensive, and instead increase
vegetables without reducing
quality. We have to work more
seasonally. It’s a challenge to get
children to eat root vegetables.
But the trend is changing.
What does that mean?
– Many children got used to
it and now like our salad buffets.
They can choose among several
dishes and today many more
choose the vegetarian alternatives. l
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Robert Henriksson is passionate about good
food for children and the elderly.

The history of Sörmland’s

falukorv
In 2015, Robert Henriksson came
upon the idea of making sausage.
Discussions started with Marie
Larsson, CEO at Mälarchark, who
liked the idea. Since the sausage was
to be served in public meals, a few
criteria had to be met. Salt and fat
had to be reduced, and meat and
seasoning increased.
The meat is from farms in Sörmland and is seasoned and smoked
in a different way than traditional
falukorv.
– We called the sausage Sörmlands Falukorv and serve it regularly
in our public restaurants, says Robert.
– Several municipalities serve
“our” falukorv today, says Marie
Larsson. Eskilstuna and Strängnäs, and
now also Trosa’s public meal serve falukorv from Sörmland. At Mälarchark
we work with our own and other
trademarks according to assignments,
but it’s particularly enjoyable to work
with public procurement and our
locally produced sausages.
Are you planning any other
innovations?
– We have looked at the possibility
of making our own porridge with local cereals, but we haven’t achieved
this yet. We have a lot of thoughts
and ideas regarding new innovations
in the future, Robert concludes.

Sustainable food in focus
We have become less self-sufficient when it comes to food. To turn this negative
trend around, the county council and regional association have started working on
a regional food strategy for Sörmland.
Text: Jon Forsling

Photo: Södermanland County Council
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Ulrika Lundberg.

50

percent is the current
self-sufficiency rate in
Sweden.

his is a process in a broad cooperation with all the participants
in the food chain from farm to
table, says Ulrika Lundberg, Rural Director at Södermanland County Council.
The self-sufficiency rate in food has
decreased quickly since the EU accession
in 1995.
This negative development can be
seen both in Sweden as a whole and here
in Sörmland. UP to the beginning of the
1990s, Sweden was nearly self-sufficient
in basic staples such as cereals, potatoes,
milk, meat and cheese, with a self-sufficiency rate of between 85 an 90 percent.
Today, this figure is significantly lower,
Sweden’s self-sufficiency rate is around 50
percent, which means half of what we eat
is imported.
A range of different factors are usually
quoted as the reason for this – from the
fall of the Soviet Union affecting the
global market, to deregulation and the
development of precious arable land.
– In Södermanland, a major part of
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the land is suitable for cereals, oil plants
and fields. Growing conditions are
different, for example, for root vegetables
and vegetables in the open, says Ulrika
Lundberg.
– This means we have a high self-sufficiency rate for cereals and less so for
root vegetables and vegetables. Because
we have a chicken slaughterhouse in the
county, more chicken is produced than is
consumed, she continues.
However, it is not so interesting to
measure the self-sufficiency rate at county
level, according to Ulrika Lundberg.
Instead, she thinks that it should be measured at regional or national level.
Södermanland County Council wants to
participate in turning the downward trend
in terms of self-sufficiency. To succeed in
doing so, a regional food strategy is being
prepared.
The county council and regional
association share the main responsibility
and the goal is for a regional strategy to
be ready at the end of 2018. The county

Karin Larsson
hi there...
You have just started working at the County
Council in Nyköping and are in charge of food
strategy.
What is a food strategy – can you explain for
those of us who don’t know?
– It’s a target and a vision with guidelines
for how the region should work and be able
to make decisions in relation to food supply.
It also deals with everything from public procurement to small rural grocery stores, but also
the environment, economics, health and food
culture are included.
Why are you preparing a strategy when there is
already one in place?
– The previous strategy is good, but aimed
mainly at the ready-meal experience and secondary production. What we are doing now is
more comprehensive and also includes primary
production to a greater extent. We are preparing guidelines regarding everything that relates
to meals and food, from farm to table.
If we get a new government, will you have to
do it again?
– No, this will apply until 2030 according to
a joint decision in the parliament. Sure, there
might be some minor changes over the years,
but the structure will remain.
Who is the food strategy aimed at?
– The national strategy is aimed at public
authorities and major companies, the regional
strategy mainly applies to the county council,
municipalities, entrepreneurs in the county
and decision-makers. It gives us a joint goal to
increase the supply rate in the county.

council and regional association have
cooperated for several years on food issues, including the Stolt Mat project, says
Ulrika Lundberg.
– One of the overall goals of the
national food strategy is to increase the
Swedish production. However, it is uncertain how quickly an increase in production can be achieved. Many factors affect
the possibilities of Swedish agriculture
to quickly increase production rate or
volume. For example, these possibilities
are affected by the joint agricultural policy
of the EU and the Swedish applications
made, she continues.
What are your expectations in relation to
a regional food strategy?
– This is a long-awaited start for a longterm development of Sörmland’s food
production, which will lead to increased
self-sufficiency and regional growth.
Clear goals that contribute to increased
competition are needed for growth to be
achieved in production in Sörmland, says
Ulrika Lundberg. l

Footnote: Ulrika
Lundberg has quit
her job as Rural
Director at the
County Council
since the interview.
She now works as
Head of Advice
and Entrepreneurship at Växa
Sverige [Grow
Sweden].
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Who is Karin?
Age: 25 Family: boyfriend in Skåne, mother,
father and sister in Enköping
Lives in: I’ve just received a key to a flat here
in Nyköping Education: agronomist with a
focus on rural development with a degree from
Uppsala
Most enjoyable feature of the job: to meet all
the passionate people who live here Favourite
dish: hard, but if I want to impress, cabbage
rolls, provided the guest deserves the hard
work that goes into this delicacy

Photo: Privat
e

”We have a high self-sufficiency
rate in relation to cereals and less
in relation to root vegetables and
vegetables.”

Chronicl

e

Taste of a place
Usually, the term terroir is used to describe a wine and nowadays
also cereals, vegetables, wild plants and animal products.
What, then, is terroir?

T

here are several answers to
this question and most explanations state that terroir is
(the perception of) differences in taste
or special taste experiences that can
be linked to a geographical location.
Terroir includes the unique impact
of the growing location on fruit,
berries, vegetables, cereals etc. and
the climate and soil of the location.
Additionally, the tradition is said to
be significant in relation to how rootstocks, varieties, cultivation, harvest
time etc. were selected through the
centuries. How genuine products
were processed and developed at
specific locations. However, many
claim that terroir is mainly about
marketing and that it is definitely an
important trademark protection for
certain products...

by the staff. Consider a different
scenario: produce without any
“unique terroir”, a competent
cook, carefully selected environment and your companion is
just the best! You won’t see the
aprons, you won’t notice that the
water glasses weren’t filled at all
because you are focusing on other things and the food is among
the best you have tried.

There are probably very few
people who can tell the difference between a carrot grown in
Skåne and one grown in Sörmland, and the difference might
stem mainly from freshness. Or
perhaps it might be the differKarin Sjöstedt about terroir.
ence between an ecological and
a ecological carrot that is most
noticeable. If you are a superCan you taste the terroir of Sörmland? I am guessing
taster, you might tell the difference between a carrot
you probably can’t. Can you tell the difference begrown in sand and a carrot grown in loam, since mud
tween apple juice from Kullabygden and juice made
contains more nutrients resulting in a more flavourful
with your own apples from Sörmland? Do you know
carrot. However, this is due to, since so many factors
where the difference comes from? Is it terroir? Peraffect the taste of a carrot before it is cooked, e.g. the
haps it is the variety and the feeling that you picked
growing temperature, when it is harvested, the variety,
your own best applies for the “best” juice that contrib- how it is stored, transported and packed.
utes to the experience.
“Is it possible to taste Hornudden” asked Ebba, our 6 year
I am convinced that is the core of it. Your own
old grandchild, when she heard what I am writing
experience, and expectation, how you feel at that
about. Actually, yes it is! The summer dish we serve
very moment, the environment and the context is
most is called “Taste Hornudden” which is a salad
more significant when you have a meal than where
that contains produce we harvested on the same or
the produce was grown and processed. Regardless
the previous day. The place Hornudden all on one
of whether it is a unique terroir, a super professional
plate – talk about terroir!! Or? Whatever: Life should
chef and an outstanding environment, your potential
be delicious – please bring your best companion, we
assessment of the food experience will not exceed
have organised the bets environment. l
four (out of five) if your partner is constantly comKarin Sjöstedt, Hornudden
plaining about the “hard on the eyes” aprons worn
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VÄLKOMMEN
ATT ANMÄLA
DITT INTRESSE!

Smakrundresor
i Sörmland!
INSPIRERANDE

Lördagen 14 april 2018 genomfördes
den första smakrundresan som test för
en mindre grupp gourmetintresserade.
Initiativet är ett samarbete mellan Stolt
Mat i Sörmland, Destination Eskilstuna,
Tuna Trafik och några av Sörmlands
mathantverkare.
Bussresornas syfte är att på ett
hållbart sätt tillgängliggöra den stora
variationen och det breda utbud av
lokalproducerad mat och dryck som
Sörmland har att erbjuda.
Under smakrundresan smakade
vi oss igenom Printz Bageri och Köttbutiken i Stallarhomen, Äleby Gård,
Hornuddens Trädgård, Jürss Mejeri
och Magdakullan. Alla företag dukade
upp rikligt med smakprover och bjöd
på historier om mathantverket. Ingen
gick hungrig av bussen när resan
nådde sitt slut.
Besökare intresserar sig i allt större
utsträckning för smakupplevelser och

måltidsturismen har under de senaste
två åren ökat rekordartat. Genom att
skapa bokningsbara hållbara smakrundresor vill vi möta upp detta brinnande
måltidsintresse. Därför arbetar vi tillsammans över kommungränserna för
att skapa fler smakrundresor och smakupplevelser i toppklass!
Smakrundresorna går att boka både
av företag och privatpersoner. Kanske
ett nytt och spännande inslag för kommande konferenser, möten, personalevent eller kanske en dag för kompisgänget med det genuina intresset för
den närproducerade maten, historien
om platsen för tillverkning eller mötet
med eldsjälarna som lever för hantverket.
Naturligtvis kommer det även att
finnas möjlighet att handla med sig
lite godsaker hem vid besöket hos
respektive mathanverkare.

Vill du veta mer?
Skicka gärna in en intresseanmälan till:
matrundresor@tunatrafik.se
Vi erbjuder exklusiv information
om kommande smakrundresor.
Maria Ringström
Destination Eskilstuna
Bengt Jansson
Stolt Mat i Sörmland
Johan Hermansson
Tuna Trafik

Den lilla gårdsbutiken på Stavtorp har flyttat in till
Malmköping. I butiken säljer vi honung från egen
biodling, äppelmust, saft, sylt, bärnektar m m.

Vi mustar din frukt!

Vi har även utökat sortimentet med lokalt
producerade mathantverk som ostar, smör, mjölk,
glass, korv, kött och mycket annat gott.

Har du för mycket ÄPPLEN
så köper vi deM gärna!

För aktuella öppettider se vår hemsida
eller följ oss på facebook.
Ni finner oss på Kungsgatan 22, Malmköping

Besök vår gårdsbutik
FÖR ÖPPETIDER - SE HEMSIDAN

Stavtorp Malmköping
gårdsbutik med musteri

stavtorp.nu

Stavtorps Honung & Musteri
070-731 80 82, www.stavtorp.nu

Sommar i Strängnäs, Mariefred
Stallarholmen och Åkers styckebruk
2 June
6- 8 July
12-14 July
20-21 July
11 August
25 August
25 August

Steam day, Mariefred
Viking Festival, Stallarholmen
Summer Festival, Strängnäs
Nordic Championship Food Trucks,
Mariefred
Swedish Championship for Street
Musicians, Mariefred
Vintage Festival, Stallarholmen
Mine Day, Skottvång

Music at Gripsholm, Farmers Market Mariefred, Car and MC Meet
in Åkers styckebruk, Music at Mälsåkers Castle and more.

strangnas.se/turism
Strängnäs - Mariefreds turistinformation, + 46 (0)152-297 90
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070 731 80 82

Food

as a lifestyle
It’s pure pleasure to visit Lou
Norén and Mats Neihoff at the farm
Kalkugnstorp outside Eskilstuna.
Their enthusiasm and delight in
the business and the proximity
to nature is contagious. You will
want to stay.
Text & photo: Catarina Bennetoft

Lou and Mats take
the opportunity to
rest in the sun.
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There are old breeds such as myskanka ducks, Gute sheep and Linderöd pigs at Kalkugnstorp.

REKO

stands for “rejäl
konsumtion” [plain
consumption].

From city to subsistence agriculture –
where did the idea come from?
– We met “late in life” and soon discovered that we had the same dream. To have
a subsistence farm in the countryside, says
Lou, a former teacher, and Mats, a former
entrepreneur, nods. Both of us wanted to
live near nature and seasonal changes with
animals and farming. Initially we didn’t
consider Sörmland – thought it was too
far from Stockholm and too expensive.
But then we found Kalkugnstorp and fell
in love. And now here we are!
What do you produce here on the farm?
– We wanted small-scale farming – a
little old-fashioned. We chose old breeds
such as the Linderöd pig, Gute sheep,
“skånska blommehöns” chickens and now
also three “myskankor” ducks. We grow
kitchen vegetables, also with a focus on old
heritage varieties that we feel should be
preserved, but we also have a small cider
plant and process some of the produce we
grow.
How do you find seeds for these plants?
– We are members of an association
called Sesam, where members exchange
seeds with each other. You can’t by a
whole sack full at once, but you have to
try and multiply the varieties you want to
grow more of, says Mats. There are also
heritage seeds for sale from some smaller
seed companies such as Runebergs Fröer.
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What do you do with your produce?
– We sell meat in meat boxes. Customers pre-order and collect boxes when we
return from the slaughterhouse. It’s simple
and smooth plus we are building relationships. We have a small farm shop and a
café which is open in the summer, every
Sunday from the end of May till the end
of September. And we are also building
REKO which stands for “rejäl konsumtion” [plain consumption].
What does that mean?
– It’s a meeting place for producers and
consumers. Via social media, customers
order what they want based on what
producers offer. We agree a place and a
time for delivery where the customer picks
up the ordered products. In this way, we
are building business relationships and an
additional sales channel. This is already
established around the country, including Sörmland. We are just about to start
REKO in Eskilstuna. It’s going to be fun!
What challenges are you facing?
– We are going to start growing apples
and have to plant around 400 small apple
trees. This is the first challenge, and then
all the fruit, when it comes, has to be taken
care of. This will be the next challenge,
but we are looking forward to it, says
Mats.
To take up apple growing, just like that,
doesn’t it require a whole lot of know-how?

Mats Neihoff is fond
of his Linderöd pigs.

– Yes, absolutely, but that’s been the case
with everything we do at the farm. We’ve
had to read up, ask questions and learn
from experience. To learn about growing
apples, we joined the association Föreningen Sörmlandsäpplen [Sörmland apples]. This provides a network and knowledge, for example via courses. Together
with the association, we hope to recreate
the Apple County Sörmland again, and
increase the self-sufficiency rate.
What will you do with all the apples?
– Mainly we want to sell the fruit, there
will be a few tons. But also process into
marmalades, chutneys and mainly juice.
We have a small cider factory where we
make apple juice with our own and others’
apples. If you bring your own apples here,
you take your own apples with you back
home, in the form of juice.
What’s most fun about small-scale subsistence farming?
– That you get to try different things.
Learn new things, upscale from a small
bag with seeds to a big one, says Lou. To
produce quality food and live near the

cycles of the animals and nature. To
grow your own tobacco for my snus,
Mats adds.
Where does your main income come
from?
– The apples juice and meat boxes give
the largest revenues, and in third place
comes the farm shop and café We want
many legs to stand on, it gives security.
Now we are looking forward to getting
started with REKO. Through REKO as
well as markets we are hoping to sell our
processed craft foods and vegetables. But
it’s all about margins and never taking a
vacation - we are living our dream holiday.
How do you view the future?
– I believe we need to increase selfsufficiency in the country and also
regionally. As a minor producer with a
varied production, we fulfil a function in
this context, but we also need to teach
people what good food is. That it’s OK
for food to cost money. Those who want
to know where the food comes from and
how it is produced don’t mind paying for
the knowledge and quality they get. l
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At Ericsberg’s castle

food is grown
for many people
Henrik Carlsson proudly presents a small part of the cultivations on Ericsberg’s land.

It’s hard to comprehend the size of the Ericsberg castle estate. 16,000 hectares is
nearly 23,000 football fields, or over a third of Vingåker municipality’s area.
Henrik Carlsson, in charge of agriculture, explains what is produced on all of this
land: – Such a large company must stand on several legs. Agriculture is just one
of them, he says.
Text & photo: Catarina Bennetoft

4

Main crops grown
on Ericsberg’s
agricultural land:
•
•
•
•

Winter wheat
Malting barley
Winter rapeseed
Peas

E

ricsberg castle outside Katrineholm
is one of Sweden’s largest estates
and the largest in Sörmland. Today
the castle is owned and run by Caroline
Bonde Deichman and her husband Philip
with around 25 staff. Several income
streams are required to achieve security
and profitability in such a large company.
At Ericsberg, these come mainly from the
forest, and then agriculture, hunting, real
estate and tourism.
Stolt Mat meets Henrik Carlsson who
runs the agriculture at Ericsberg, as well as
his own farm Stenta with agriculture and
chicken breeding.
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Henrik, what do you produce on
Ericsberg’s agricultural land?
– There are four main crops – winter
wheat, malting barley, winter rapeseed
and peas which we grow on around 800
hectares, and we lease around 300 hectares as grassland which becomes horse
silage.
What are the crops you grow used for?
– The winter wheat becomes ethanol
and flour, says Henrik. It is either sold
to a mill here in Sweden, but it can also
be exported. We sell to a wholesaler so
we don’t always know where the wheat
goes, but we export because there is an

over production of cereals in Sweden
of around 20–25 percent. The malting
barley is sold to VikingMalt in Halmstad,
who malt and send it to Scotland where
it becomes whisky. Our Swedish malting
barley is of high quality so the demand
is high in Europe. The winter rapeseed
also goes via a wholesaler to Carlshamn’s
dairy who process the rapeseed into oil or
margarine and a part of it ends up in the
feed industry. The peas turn into protein
feed for animals.
What are the challenges facing such a
large farm?
– Time, Henrik says emphatically. We
need to know when it is most suitable to
sow or harvest. These periods become
very intense. We work from early morning
till late at night.
Are there other challenges?
– The weather of course, but we
can’t control that, we can only adapt our
work to minimise potential damage, says
Henrik adding that the machinery park is
another major challenge.
– We optimise our machinery park
which means we don’t have any over
capacity. If something breaks in the
middle of harvesting, we don’t have a
spare combine. On the other hand, downtime is so expensive that it’s cheaper to put
spare parts in a taxi from Skåne so we can
repair the machine. Time is big money in
this business.
How many work in agriculture?
– We are six in high season and two
in winter. But most are employees at
Ericsberg and only change tasks in the
low season.
Which season is toughest?
– Autumn! We have t harvest 800 hectares at the same time as we have to sow
600 hectares. We sow the remaining 200
hectares in spring.
How do you cope?
– We work as long as there is daylight.
Some days I don’t leave the combine but
get food taken to me in the machine so I
don’t have to stop. I would compare this
to a long flight where you are sitting down
for 16 hours. For me it’s not a problem at
all.

How do you cope with the intense
harvesting period?
– Strangely, it’s still a lot of fun,
Henrik says, smiling. It’s one year’s work
where the harvesting represents the final
accounts. That’s when we see the results
of our work.
What’s your approach to the
environment?
– We operate conventional agriculture,
but we have several environmental targets
that we meet or work towards, says Henrik. One hundred percent of our fertiliser
– phosphorus and potassium come from
the biogas plant at Valla farm next door,
and fifty percent of the nitrogen as well.
So the proportion of synthetic fertiliser
is low these days. We arrange protection
zones around water bodies that collect
phosphorus so it doesn’t seep into the
water.
The machinery park? Is it climate-smart?
– In the long term, we will be fossil-free.
Our machinery will be powered by solar
cells, renewable diesel made of pine oil,
gas or electricity. So far, the development
of climate-smart agricultural machinery
is in its infancy, but it's developing fast and
we're on it, says Henrik,
Henrik you have your own farm – how do
you find the time?
– I work as a consultant and head of
agriculture at Ericsberg. This means I am
in charge of the work planning, budget,
purchases and sales. Thanks to technology
and computers, much of it takes care of
itself these days. I also have staff who are
independent and take their own decisions.
This makes it easier for me and at home
the situation is similar – I need to be on
site and intervene when needed in production as well.
How do you view the future?
– I am positive about the future, says
Henrik. A lot if happening in the agricultural sector and as long as there are ideas
and we can develop both at home and at
Ericsberg, it’s fun. The goal is to keep both
the businesses, Ericsberg and mine, intact
so that they can continue to operate for
the families and the next generation can
eventually take over. l
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Henrik Carlsson is in
charge of agriculture at
Ericsberg’s castle and of
his own agriculture.

Our Swedish malting
barley is of high quality
so the demand is high in
Europe.
Photo: Mattonstock

Sommarbuffé
inkl, sill, lax & räkor

En lunch i det
medvetna köket
Serveras: Maj - September
tisd - fred kl. 12:00-15:00
165 kr/person
inkl. mineralvatten, lättöl
eller läsk samt kaffe/te
Boka bord: 011 - 876 80

Prova även våra populära

Matlagningskurser
som inkluderar:

• Fördrink med tilltugg
• 3-rätters middag
• Matlagningskompendium

Eat out – with seaview!

Endast 695:-

Find the best restaurants at visitoxelosund.se

Annons i samarbete med:

Den genuina skärgårdsstaden Världens ände
A picturesque paradise by the sea World´s End
Die Idylle am Meer Das Ende der Welt

TROSA.COM
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Photo: Susanne Walström

Women in focus at

Stellagalan

Photo: Jonas Partheen

Montessori school in
Strängnäs won

the Cooking Duel
Best cook in upper secondary school this year
is Rebecka Sjöstrand, Celine Eriksson and Lovisa
Jonsson, who won the national final in this
year’s Cooking Duel.
Photo: Jonas Partheen

The winning dish was
prepared with predetermined ingredients and
consisted of fried salmon
with pommes Duchesse
and Hollandaise sauce.
The dish had balanced
flavours and consistency
which the winning cooks
think was the reason
they won.
The competition took place at Restaurang
akademien in Stockholm following qualifying
competitions around the country. The prize
added SEK 10,000 to the school class cash,
but the purpose of the competition is to raise
interest in the profession, as there is great
demand for chefs. The arrangers are Visita
and the schools. SOURCE: VISITA

Eminent women in Swedish gastronomy were
celebrated at Stellagalan, which took place for
the first time in January this year. The prize is
awarded in nine categories to honour, highlight
and reward women. Maria Printz, who runs
Printz bageri in Stallarholmen, was awarded
the Stella Baker of 2017 because she is generous with her knowledge, love and butter and
because she made a significant difference –
especially in the bakery industry.
With Stellagalan, the non-profit association
aims to create more female role models to
show young women who work in gastronomy
that it is possible to have a career in and to
enjoy the industry. SOURCE: STELLAGALAN

Närsjö farm has
exceptional produce
Närsjö farm’s Linderöd pigs was one of five awarded
the Exceptional Produce prize last autumn. This was
after some of Sweden’s best chefs had tested and
evaluated produce from the country’s ambitious
producers in the categories bird, pork and beef.
Henrik Norström of Lux restaurants in Stockholm
views this work as necessary for new produce to
emerge in the market and important from a sustainability perspective. Diversity needs to increase and
meat from Närsjö farm is a good fit in this context.
exceptionellravara.se
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Photo: Rocco Gustafsson

Vrena is
growing
A corporate village has emerged in
Vrena, where true enthusiasts are
passionate about producing,
processing and selling their works
– in their stores or by delivering to
retailers and to parties.
– I have worked here in Vrena
for 40 years and started Vrena Grönt
once upon a time and later Vrena
Vilt. It’s great to watch the businesses
develop and that more are added.
We now have an addition in the form
of a boutique as a complement to the
green and the game, says Christer
Olofsson.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft
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V

rena is beautifully nestled in Sörmland’s
landscape between Hallbosjön and
Långhalsen. At the edge of the village,
surrounded by water, a small “corporate village” has
emerged, with companies such as Vrena vilt, Erik
på slottet, Vrena Grönt and Vrena Boutique. All of
which are linked to Christer Olofsson.
It started 40 years ago when Christer started Vrena Grönt with herbs and vegetables in pots. A concept that grew. In the end, Christer had 50 employees
in his greenhouses. In 1997, he sold his business and
was planning to do carpentry back on his farm.
– It didn’t last long, says Christer. My sons, Erik
and Jens, and I hunt and we needed a slaughterhouse
to take care of the game. We built one in the garage.
A little later, one of the outhouses was converted
into a catering kitchen for his son Erik who started
Allt om Måltiden [All about meals].
– It’s still frantic over there, just this summer Erik
will be cooking for 50 weddings, Christer says proudly. In addition to all his arrangements at the castle in
Nyköping.
Gradually, the slaughterhouse grew into a game
processing facility. The old horseboxes are converted
into shops, storage and cold rooms.
All the members of the Olofsson family are involved in each other’s activities. The idea was that the
sons would take over the slaughterhouse.
– No, we haven’t had time for that yet. Both are
fully occupied with their businesses and Erik and his
girlfriend Linda has also expanded the operations
with Vrena Boutique, so I have to go on working, says
Christer.

The slaughterhouse has grown over the years, from
a small scale operation with around 100 game to
handle to over 1 500 animals today. Several hunting
teams from the surrounding region have an agreement with Christer and can leave their animals in
an external cool room. The animals must have been
inspected by a certified inspector.
– Our game slaughterhouse is certified, says
Christer. This means the veterinary comes here and
inspects the animals. At this point, there must be an
inspection protocol for each animal. Otherwise the
hunting teams have to take the animal back, and this
happens occasionally.
After the inspection, the animals are taken care of.
First the meat is hanged, for different periods depending on the animal and its age. The three butchers
then cut up, vacuum pack and freeze the meat. The
flow and hygiene are important factors to consider.
Some of the meat is processed into sausages, both
fresh and smoked, as well as other smoked products.
– We have 14 varieties of sausage, says Christer
and stretches. We’ve received prizes for two of them.
In 2016 they won silver in Matverk with Sörmländsk
Skogskorv [forest sausage from Sörmland] jointly
with Mälarchark and in 2014 our Viltsalami [game
salami] won gold in Chark SM [Swedish cured meats
championship].
Mälarchark produces and smokes the sausages. A
functioning cooperation where the parties cooperate
in creating new varieties.
The meat is sold to restaurants, including Erik’s
catering, but is mostly sold in their own shop.
The refrigerated counter is
filled with wild delicacies.

Photo: Catarina Bennetoft
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Photo: Rocco
Gustafsson

Photo: Catarina Bennetoft

Anette Frosberg develops Vrena Grönt with a farm shop and
soon a cider factory.

– We get many visitors here, says Christer. Many are
returning customers and those who shop often buy
a lot. Some Saturdays we have over two hundred
entries – which means at least four hundred persons
passing through since most come in pairs.
Since there are several businesses to visit
around the farm these days, sales have
increased.

as much variety as possible here, says Anette. We have
gradually increased the product range and are now
planning a café, but also to sell processed products.
In addition to their own sales, Anette and Mika sell to
other market-gardens, retailers and stores.
– It sounds strange that we sell to other market-gardens, but it can be hard to find the
time to produce at the same time as the
plants are sold, so then we cooperate.
Vrena Grönt
As a customer, you can wander
Today, Anette Forsberg and Mika
around the greenhouses and pick up
Niemi run Vrena Grönt [Vrena
what you want to buy from flowers,
Green]. Both worked for Christer
pots, vegetables and processed prodw
rönt no!
G
when he was running the greenucts
such as syrups and marmalades.
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houses. They remained with the next
–
So
far we don’t do the processing
c
e
owner, but then had the opportunity to
ourselves, says Anette. But we plan to
take over.
convert a greenhouse to a cider factory
– We started in 2013 and initially grew tomaand kitchen over the summer so we can take
toes and cucumbers, which we still do, says Anette.
care of our tomatoes and other vegetables in multiple
But today we are leasing the tomato cultivation to an
ways. For the juicing, the customers bring their own
external producer, Kevin Walker. A new and interfruit, and we juice.
esting way of working where he grows what we order
– But one thing at a time, we try to hurry slowly so
and then we take over the packaging and sales.
we can realise all of our ideas, Anette says cheerfully.
With this solution, the family has developed their
own cultivation with 25 different types of summer
Vrena Boutique
flowers, vegetables and now also mushrooms.
Erik Olofsson and his girlfriend Lina Kroon bought
– We started a farm shop in 2014 and want to offer the waterworks in Vrena some years ago. Mainly to
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“I am inspired by the entrepreneurial
spirit here in Vrena.”
build a house for a life in the country near nature and
hunting. The fact that they ended up in Vrena near
the catering business was merely an advantage. The
deal included the old power station. They immediately perceived potential in the premises, but had
different ideas. Linda drew the longest straw and now
a lifestyle boutique is located here, with everything for
the dinner table and clothes suitable for a life in the
country.
– I am inspired by the entrepreneurial spirit
here in Vrena, says Linda and shows us around the
beautifully renovated old brick building. To be able to
contribute with a shop and offer things I like myself is
both rewarding and fun.
The product range is not large, but carefully selected. Quality and style is the overall theme, a good fit
for the urban customer.
– For me as a former inhabitant of Nyköping, life
out here is more balanced, says Linda. I can’t imagine
anything else now and with the shop I found the last
piece of the puzzle in an overall concept out here.
What do you mean by overall concept?
– That we have all the pieces relating to the meal.
Christer has game, Anette and Mika grow vegetables,
Erik prepares fantastic food with the produce, and I
have beautiful plates to serve it all on. l

Linda Kroon invests in life in the
country for herself and her shop.
Photo: Catarina Bennetoft
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Game
for sale

There are more shops and farm shops
handling and selling game around
Sörmland. Most of them are open for
business Fridays and Saturdays or by
appointment. Some are open all week.
You will find more information on the
Internet via webpages or Facebook.
• Vilt i Vrena, Vrena
• Köttbutiken Millert och Dahlén,
Stallarholmen
• Rinkeby Kött och Vilt, Nyköping
• Stigtomta Vilt, Stigtomta
• Svenska Gourmetakademien,
Eskilstuna
• Svenska Jaktjouren, Getskav,
Katrineholm
• Svenska Viltbutiken, Åda, Trosa
• Vilt och gårdsprodukter, Båltsnäs,
Katrineholm
• Äleby gård, Stallarholmen
• Öster Malma, Nyköping
• Virå Bruk, Stavsjö
• De Vilda, Järna
SOURCE:
NATIONAL FOOD AFGENCY, SWEDEN

Georg Falk shows how
the rabbit cages are
built.

8

One litter usually
includes eight
young who stay
with the mother
for eight weeks.
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Rabbit farmer

climate-smart future profession
Eating rabbit is in the spirit of the age. Climate-smart meat with many
possibilities. One if Sweden’s handful of rabbit meat producers is located in
Sörmland, and shows both visitors and Stolt Mat around with enthusiasm.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Per Groth

M

any dream of
regulations for rabbit breeding
moving from
were quite new when we subthe city to
mitted the application. There
the country. To enjoy the
was a lack of experience and
natural seasons all the time
knowledge for decisions to be
and skip traffic chaos and
made. At the same time, we
stress. A dream that can be
had applied for investment
hard to realise as long as
support. It took three years
one works.
before it was granted.
Georg Falk and his
family took the plunge
But ow, the red stable stands
four years ago. Previously,
there, in the middle of the
New Zealand is the most common breed, a medium size
variety.
the trips between Stockyard with a view over forests
holm and the weekends at
and meadows. The road to
Stjärnhov had been frequent. To realise his dream,
the rabbit farm is beautifully winding along a narrow
however, Georg needed a livelihood in the country in
ridge. The farm and farm shop are open for visitors
addition to the full-time job he had as satellite comin the summer. Obviously, rabbit is sold - both whole
municator. A job he also does from home.
and cut pieces, as well as leather and processed
– We enjoy food and cooking, we want to be able
leather articles. If you are in luck, there will also be
to live off what we grow and breed ourselves, Georg
vegetables from their cultivations and eggs from the
says when he meets us in the yard.
farm chickens.
He wears a long coat and a wide-brimmed hat.
– Rabbit is Europe’s second most common farm
Reminiscent of an Australian farmer. He proudly
animal after chicken. As yet, rabbit is not commonly
shows us the condition for the move – the rabbit
eaten in Sweden, but interest is growing both in rabstable!
bit breeding and meat, says Georg.
– The stable for the rabbits was completed in 2015,
They have all sorts of customers. Many have
says Georg. It is well insulated and we have sun panels tasted rabbits when traveling and want to try cooking
to heat the floor in the stable. Not because the rabbits
it. Others are environmentally conscious consumers
need the heating, but so the water doesn’t freeze.
who want to eat climate-smart meat, but also those
who cannot tolerate meat can often eat rabbit, and
It took a while before the family was able to start their of course there are many who are simply curious and
rabbit farm. The wheels of bureaucracy didn’t turn
want to try something new.
as fast as they had wished.
– We sell a lot of rabbit to restaurants with skilled
– We had finished the paperwork, the Board of
and curious chefs, but also to grocery stores in SörmAgriculture had done theirs, but the County Council
land, says Georg. Our products are found in the freezneeded more time, Georg tells us and continues; the
er. Unless you happen to pass through Stjärnhov. l
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Rabbit breeding
Rabbits are efficient rabbit producers. The can have young once
a month as long as the weather is warm. The farm has a different
approach, however. They have 4-6 litters annually. When the
female ruts, they put her into the male cage or together with several breeding females in a casket. They stay in there three weeks.
They have to mate several times, at least 40, to secure a litter.
One litter usually includes eight young who stay with the
mother for eight weeks. They suckle the first four weeks, and later
eat hay and pellets. In nature, the female usually leaves the young
after four weeks, when the next litter arrives.
At twelve weeks, the young are sexually mature and must be
separated. And at sixteen weeks, once they weight 3 ½ kilos, they
are slaughtered.
Photo: Per Groth
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What can you cook with rabbit?
Rabbit is perfect for a slow barbecue in the summer. Usually,
however, rabbit is used in stews that can be varied endlessly.
A suggestion from George: rabbit meat can be simmered
for a long time, until the meat falls apart, and then used the
meat in burgers and lasagna.
When you cook rabbit, use low heat and cook for a long time
for the best result.

Climate-smart
and healthy
Rabbits are efficient feed converters. They eat only grass and hay,
which becomes adequate protein in
a short time.
Rabbit meat is healthy. It contains
4 % fat and 22 % protein. The meat is
compact – similar to turkey rather
than chicken, which it is usually
compared with.

Photo: Mattonstock

Every part of the rabbit is used:
the meat, heart, liver and kidneys.
Left-overs are turned into dog feed
for sensitive dog stomachs. The fur
is used, of course, and the fertiliser
is perfect for vegetables.
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Barbecued rabbit
– the breeder’s best tips!

Rabbit is excellent for the barbecue,
but the meat is lean, so it easily becomes
dry if the heat is too high.

ALL
GUESTS ARE
KINGS!

Follow these instructions to avoid dry meat:
• Marinate the meat in advance.
• Cook the rabbit pieces in advance in a good broth,
around 20 minutes.
• Brush the meat often while grilling, with marinade,
glaze or oil.
• Soak five pieces of coal in advance and place them
among the glowing coals before you start grilling,
to keep the heat down.
Flavoured oil:
1 dl olive oil
1 chopped garlic clove
½ tbsp dried oregano
½ tbsp dried thyme
1 tbsp white wine vinegar
1 tsp salt
2 pinches black pepper
1 whole rabbit

Condiments:
Aioli
Lettuce
Potatoes, oven grilled

What is good hospitality? We believe it’s about
making our guests feel more as part of a family
than simply guests. At our castle, manor houses
and estates in the infinitely beautiful county of
Södermanland, we take care of you as if you
were one of our own.

1. Dry the rabbit carefully
2. Mix all the ingredients for the marinade and brush
the rabbit on the inside and outside.
3. Place the rabbit on the grill, preferably for indirect
cooking. Regularly brush and turn the meat often for
around 30 minutes.
4. Divide the rabbit into potions and serve with roast
potatoes, lettuce and aioli.

For decades, we, the Åström family, have
had the privilege to take care of and serve
parties large and small, as our predecessors at
Dufweholms Herrgård, Gripsholms Värdshus,
and Södertuna Slott.

The Åström family and staff
bid you a warm welcome!

08-511 600 40 • KULTURPARLOR.SE
Photo: Mattonstock
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Rolf
Lydahl
Board Professional with his heart in Flen
With several strings to his bow and a deep commitment to his own and other
businesses, Rolf Lydahl is a familiar name in Flen and the surrounding area.
His life portfolio includes everything from real estate, board positions and tasty,
and locally produced food. – I can do several things at the same time since
I surround myself with talented employees, says Rolf Lydahl.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft Photo: Per Groth

W

e meet Rolf Lydahl at his Hotell Malmköping. He is on the phone, talking
eagerly and waving that he will be with
us in a moment. We say hi, and Rolf also cheerfully
greets the guests and jokes with the staff. Rolf is a
man with both charisma and dedication. He talks fast
and about a lot of different things at the same time.
It’s not hard to imagine that he has done a lot in his
life. We let him tell us about it!
You are a man with many strings to your bow.
What is your professional background?
– I have a financial background. I graduated from
school in Norrköping before going to the Stockholm
School of Economics. I have had various jobs in
banking, financial and other companies. In my various professional roles, I have learned about financing,
strategic work with a focus on board assignments and
shareholder governance, but also real estate management and crisis management.
How did you end up in Flen?
– When our first child was born, in 1970, my
wife and I were looking for a summer cottage in the
country. Since we are both from Norrköping and
lived in Stockholm, we looked in the region between
these two cities and ended up in Granhed just south
of Hälleforsnäs. We didn’t want a cottage in a holiday

cottage area, but were looking for an old croft or
something similar. Eventually, we found the former
homestead Björkliddal in Södra Granhed.
Did you dream about running a farm, or was
agriculture an additional business in your portfolio,
apart from finding a fantastic residence?
– In the second half of the 80s we had the idea of
swapping Björkliddal for a “real” farm. Sofielunds
Gård, which we bought in 1990, was a good fit
because the agriculture was owned by a company and
operated by employees who we took over. There were
several reasons for the purchase, but we did think a
lot about how we wanted to live when we were older,
that is now, and how we could organise our life so we
could see a lot of our children and grandchildren.
Now we live permanently on the farm and both
children have their own cottages.
In addition to a farm and a big real estate park, you
own and operate Hotell Malmköping. Why did you
decide to go into the hotel and restaurant industry,
which is facing major challenges?
– The background to the hotel purchase is that,
since the mid 90s, I have invested in rental properties in Sörmland. Today, I only have properties in
Flen and Malmköping. When the hotel went into
bankruptcy in 2011, there were interested parties
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Rolf Lydahl welcomes us in the spacious
restaurant at Hotell Malmköping.

who wanted to buy the property, but they were not
perceived as serious. Several Malmköping-inhabitants asked me if I would consider taking over. I
came to the conclusion that there was demand in the
market for a good conference hotel “in the heart of
Sörmland”. Solbacka had been closed, Loftet was no
longer in operation and Yxtaholm had a new, highly
controversial owner.
Did you think this would be a good outlet for the
farm’s meat production?
– It was not the main purpose, but it is an important part of our profile to work with local produce in
the hotel, so it’s a good fit.
Since you took over, business has improved.
How do you succeed in this tough industry?
– As I mentioned, there was a “gap” in the local
market which we were able to fill. Our strategy has
been consistent from the start – to the “the very best
conference hotel in the heart of Sörmland”. Since
I paid a low price for the hotel property as such,
we were able to invest a lot of money in everything
else, such as furnishings, profiling, competent and
service-minded staff with solid experience in the
industry. We have chosen quality in furniture and in
food and drinks. Our investment has yielded results –
for example, we received the Silver Cauldron award

from LRF * for our work with locally produced food
and the Good Hosting award from STUA*. We have
had big costs in the six years of operation, but now we
are seeing good prospect for a surplus.
Do you have a personal food philosophy that you
realise at the hotel?
– I have a pretty broad food philosophy. I like most
well-cooked food. But locally produced ingredients are important, especially for a local /regional
conference facility where the food may be the reason
why the guest is satisfied and will return. The guest
should know that we want him or her to feel that we
have made an effort with the food and that Sörmland
is a part of everything we do. Our involvement in
Matkluster means we personally know many of the
best food producers in Sörmland and they like to
cooperate with us.
You like to say you are lazy. How does that manifest
itself in you as a business executive? In your case it
seems to be a strength?
– There are many dimensions to “laziness”. I am
not an expert in several of the areas in which I run a
business – agriculture, hotel and restaurant and construction and renovation. That means I have to rely
on competent employees. I like to take decisions, but
my staff must first suggest what we should do and how
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Rolf
Lydahl

Age: 72
Family: Wife, two adult children and grandchildren
Lives in: Sofielund farm
outside Flen
Favourite dish: Pikeperch
from Sörmland according
to his wife’s recipe with
“butterscotch sauce” with
browned butter
Leisure pursuits:
Traveling, skiing with the
grandchildren, hunting,
opera (both in Stockholm
and at Folkets Hus in Hälleforsnäs), crosswords and
Sudoku
Chef Johan Hellfeldt chats with Rolf Lydahl in the hotel kitchen.

problems should be solved. By working as an owner
and not participating in the daily operations, I can be
involved in many activities at the same time. Delegation is the keyword in relation to my “laziness”. Also,
it’s OK to be a bit lazy when you’re 72.
You are involved in society in general and famous in
Flen and its surroundings. What is your involvement
in Sörmland’s Matkluster?
– I have learned about the significance of general
civic participation through, among other things,
board assignments in the state-owned real estate
companies Jernhusen and Vasakronan. I feel that
there are a lot of exciting and developing things going
on in the municipality of Flen. For example, the
theatre Kolhusteatern that has been in operation for
over 20 years, and it means a lot for the self-esteem of
the inhabitants of Hälleforsnäs and Flen. Self-esteem
is actually a “scarce commodity” among those who
are born and live in these places. I joined Matklustret
with Sofielunds Gård around 10 years ago. I have
also served as a board member and a member of the
election committee. Today, Hotell Malmköping is a
member and participates in various events such as
Rabarberfestivalen [Rhubarb Festival] and
Aptitrundan [the Appetite Trail].
How is Matkluster significant in relation to corporate
development in the food industry?
– Matklustret is a network that inspires and
encourages entrepreneurs in the food area to start,
invest in and develop businesses. Apart from my own
wholly-owned businesses, I am a shareholder and
board member in Warbro Kvarn. This is a good ex-

ample of a small local business that has grown over a
10-year period into an established quality producer of
ecological flour based on old cereals and which now
also produces barley for beer and whisky production.
You bought a large industrial property in Flen when
the then current industry moved abroad. What do
you plan to do with the property today?
– The intention was and remains to create a local
corporate hotel for small companies in different
industries, among others light manufacture, services
and logistics.
Why are you investing in a slaughterhouse?
What was the basis of your decision?
– There are many reasons for creating a local
slaughterhouse and butchery. I believe that especially the cutting, hanging and other handling of the
carcass could be developed significantly. My chefs at
the hotel would like to see meat handled in a different
way than the one offered by major slaughterhouses
today. There are several animal farms in Sörmland
who send meat boxes to the Stockholm region. We
should be able to cooperate around this in a local
slaughterhouse.
Where do you find energy for all your commitments?
– I think I've always been like this. Nowadays I
only do things that I enjoy. Nobody other than me
decides what I should do. But when people around
me think I am doing a good job, I am more than
happy to continue. l
* LRF – Federation of Swedish Farmers
* STUA – Destinationsutveckling i Sörmland [Destination Development in Sörmland]
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Recipe

FOR 4 PERSONS:
750 g tenderloin
Marinade:
1 dl soya sauce
1 garlic clove
grated ginger, around 1 cm
2 tsp dried thyme
½ red chili pepper, Spanish
pepper
Apple cider sauce:
1 yellow onion
1 garlic clove
½ fennel
1 apple
1 tsp rosemary
1 tsp yellow mustard seeds
1 tbsp butter
1 tbsp apple cider vinegar
1 dl broth
1.5 dl apple juice (preferably
dry)
1 dl whipping cream
Chutney:
2 tart apples
2 scallions
1 cm ginger, finely chopped
½ tbsp chopped red chili
1 tbsp granulated cane sugar
1 tbsp apple cider vinegar
½ dl apple juice (preferably dry)
Rosemary

Roast tenderloin
from Rocklunda with apple cider
sauce and ginger and apple chutney.
Follow these instructions:

1. Mix the marinade Place the tenderloin in the marinade in
double plastic bags, seal and marinade over night.
2. Remove the tenderloin in advance to reach room temperature. Heat the oven to 225° C. Fry the tenderloin for
15 minutes to seal it. Reduce heat to 150°C and roast until
the inner temperature reaches 70°C.
3. Remove the tenderloin, let rest before slicing.
4. Sauce: Chop onions, fennel and apple roughly and fry in
butter together with herbs without browning.
5. Add vinegar, broth and cream. Bring to boil and reduce to
approx. 2.5 dl. Taste. If the sauce is tart, add a little honey,
salt and pepper.
6. Peel and dice the apple into 1 cm-sized pieces. Shred
the scallops. Fry apples, scallops, chili and ginger with
the sugar in a saucepan. Add the vinegar and juice. Boil
to chutney-like consistency. Add more sugar or tartness
according to taste. Finish with chopping and adding the
rosemary.
7. Serve the tenderloin with sauce, roast root
vegetables or boiled early vegetables and
chutney.
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THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT FROM THE COUNTY COUNCIL OF SÖRMLAND

Food is important for health in
Sörmland County Council
Food is an important ingredient if we are to
be the healthiest county in Sweden by 2025.
However, food is not just about the future and
medicine; for us it’s a health factor!
In order to become the healthiest county in
Sweden, food is an important factor. Creating
choice and flexibility and developing sustainable
and health eating habits for life are two ways of
doing this along the way.

It starts in the kitchen

The food prepared in our kitchens is made from
good raw ingredients, with the clear objective of
creating climate-smart dishes.
We have exported this idea right out to our
restaurants, where our guests can make a simple
choice when ordering a climate-smart lunch. The
dishes served are colour-coded, where red stands
for highest climate impact, yellow for low climate
impact, and green for lowest possible climate
impact.

“What is good for the environment often coincides
with what is good for our health. Since we
introduced this new menu,
83% of the dishes we
have served have been
green or yellow,” says
Amanda Wessbergh,
chief dietitian at the FM
unit at Sörmland County
Council.

Enjoyable mealtimes that
are focused on the patient

It is not only our restaurants that offer the
opportunity to make several choices; the patients
and their relatives on the wards will also choose
what and when they want to eat.

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT FROM THE COUNTY COUNCIL OF SÖRMLAND
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Juiced
with visions

Johan Sjöstedt harvesting apples
with a little help from his shoulders.
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Apple juice and cider will soon become an obvious alternative to wine and beer as
a beverage. This is the firm belief of Johan Sjöstedt, who produces juice and cider in
Strängnäs in the same way wine is made on the continent.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Ulf Berglund

F

rom the outside, Hornuddens cider factory is
anything but picturesque. From the outside, a
gigantic loading platform is visible, with a large
number of stacked empty wooden boxes for apples.
They smell of apples and soil.
Suddenly a gigantic lift door opens – and Johan
Sjöstedt welcomes me to his new business. We travel
down to the basement and step into a noisy room,
with hoses and water on the floor. Two men are filling
bottles with fragrant apple juice which is stored in one
of the steel tanks in the basement. The cider factory
shares the premises and parts of the equipment with a
local microbrewery, Strange Brew in Strängnäs. They
brew and juice year-round.
Johan’s roots are in Hornuddens market garden,
just north of Strängnäs. He grew up among berries
and orchards. Over the years, Hornudden has grown
into a full-scale operation with both a café and ecocertified restaurant. This is where the cider factory is
based, and this is where you drop off your apples if
you want to swap them for apple juice.
Johan started his career by training as a sommelier
and after several jobs at different restaurants, he ended up in the wine importing industry. Gradually, he
started to write about wines and eventually became
an editor at Svenska Dagbladet. However, the desire
to produce his own drinks grew stronger, and in
autumn 2016 Johan took over Stallarholmens cider
factory, which was moved to Hornudden.
When he started Hornuddens cider factory, Johan
took over the established brand Gastronomigruppen,
which made its mark by juicing apples from famous
farms and produce variety-specific juice, as is done
with wine. The product range includes, among
others, apple juice made with Cox Orange, Signe
Tillisch and Ingrid Marie. The products are sold both
to consumers and restaurants.

– Swedish apples are among the best in the world
when it comes to making juice, says Johan. They have
many nuances in flavour and tartness and a good
sweetness that is also suitable for cider production.
– On the other hand, we have no tradition in
Sweden of drinking quality cider or apple juice with
meals. We are used to sweeter products and products
that are more similar to soft drinks, he continues.
In France and the UK, there is more interest in
apple juice and cider. But the interest in alternatives
to wine with food is increasing here too, Johan says.
It is clear that Johan is passionate about his work and
keen to teach others how juice and cider can taste.
To improve knowledge about how varied these drinks
can be, he holds workshops at Hornudden with tastings, like vineyards do.
– What really got me into this production is the
similarity with wine production, which I have worked
with previously, says Johan.
In the process, apples are squeezed into juice
which then rests in tanks. For cider, the juice is
fermented in steel tanks, oak barrels or egg-shaped
vessels. During fermentation, the fructose is converted
into alcohol and carbon dioxide while the yeast adds
flavour.
The cider is then stored in old white wine oak
barrels from Burgundy for additional flavour and
character.
– We have a ”juice archive” from 2008 and going
forward to be able to compare over the years. It’s very
exciting, because the differences can be drastic, just
like with wine, says Johan and picks a few bottles.
The apples used for the juice are mainly from Skåne
but also Sörmland, Uppland and Småland. The
cultivators are carefully selected because both the soil
and the climate affect the taste of the apples. Also,
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the different apple varieties have different characters
as such.
– We would gladly source apples only from
Sörmland, but there are not so many apple orchards
here, and the conditions have not been particularly favourable in recent years. We buy class II apples. Fine,
unpeeled apples that may have a skin or shape defect
and therefore are not good enough for consumers.
We enter the cool room where a number of boxes
with apples are standing, waiting to be juiced. There
is a smell of summer even though it’s January. The
apples are stored during autumn in low-oxygen
storage to extend shelf-life and maintain quality.
They don’t need to stay long in the cool room at the
cider factory – they will soon be juiced.
Apples that have been stored add flavour to the
juice. During storage, the apple's juiciness decreases,
which increases the concentration of flavours and
fructose.
– If you juice newly harvested apples you will get
a lot of juice, but of a simple nature. We juice the
apples when they have been stored for a while, and
get around half a litre from one kilo of apples. If the
apples were newly harvested, we would get around
eight deciliters, says Johan and adds, smiling, that
they invest more in quality than quantity.
The juice from Hornuddens cider factory is so far

available to buy in just a few places. Systembolaget
has a few products, but most of them are sold to restaurants around the country. Eventually, Johan plans
to export as well. There is a lot of interest in juice
and cider, especially in the USA, where the beverage
market is ten years ahead of Sweden. Denmark has
also shown interest.
Hornuddens cider factory would like to make
juice only with ecological apples, but it is practically
impossible to find sufficient volumes.
– Today, around 20 percent of our production is
eco-certified, says Johan and explains that they must
be able to serve cider and juice at Hornudden, where
the family runs an eco-certified restaurant.
What kind of food goes with the juice?
Many different varieties of apple juice are produced
at the cider factory. Each with its own character, and
therefore suitable with different foods and on different
occasions. As he opens two bottles and pours juice
into the glasses, Johan’s eyes are shining.
In one glass is a juice made of Lobo apples, which
grows on old trees of a farmer in Urshult in Småland.
The juice is mild with a neat tartness, which fits well
with carefully cooked halibut or an elegant sashimi.
In the second glass is a juice made of Rubinola, a
relatively new apple variety whose juice is light, the

Ribston is an apple variety
that produces a tasty juice.
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“Swedish apples are
among the best in the
world when it comes
to making juice.”
Cider is stored, like wine, in oak barrels.

colour of wine. The tartness is remarkably fresh
with a mild sweetness and the juice would go well
with Asian dishes, provided they are not too spicy.

Cider factories
in Sörmland

Have you heard of ice wine? This is a dessert wine
made with frozen grapes, which thus has a special
sweetness and taste. Now there is a counterpart
made with apples – ice cider. The amber ice-cold
cider, which is produced by freezing the apple juice
to form a concentrated essence, is a true pleasure.
Ten kilos of apples produces just under one litre of
ice cider. One glass is enough for those who want
to round the meal with something sweet, and no
dessert is necessary.
Johan swirls the glass with an experienced hand,
smells it gently, and explains that he is not particularly interested in competitions, although participation in itself may be good for marketing.
– I know from experience that the international
competitions are not always conducted fairly, so I
am not going to invest in this. But we participated
last year and beat the former world champion, so
we can probably say, at least, that we make Sweden’s
best sweet craft cider! l

On the website of Sweden’s Pomological Society,
you will find cider factories all over Sweden. The
ones in Sörmland are listed here. If you want to juice
your apples – just in case – contact them before you
go there.

Ingrid Marie mobile cider factory,
Södertälje
mobilamusteriet.se

Järna Musteri

jarnamusteri.se

Musteriet på Kalkugnstorp, Eskilstuna

kalkugnstorp.se/appelmusteri

Stavtorps Bigårdar, Malmköping
stavtorp.nu

Stenbro Musteri, Bettna
stenbromusteri.se

Trosa Musteri, Vagnhärad
trosamusteri.se

Hornuddens/Stallarholmens Musteri
hornudden.net/musteri
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Fermented soda

a beverage of our time
A fermented soda came first in this year’s Matverk! David Lindström with
Rebecka Adolfsson and Viktor Sund created a tasty and sustainable alternative
to beer and soft drinks. – This is an alcohol-free beverage that both kids and
adults can enjoy, says David Lindström.
Text & photo: Catarina Bennetoft

I

t was in the restaurant Kvass
bar och råkök that they designed the soda as a beverage
for the restaurant guests and which
they decided to compete with. Initially in the regional competition in
Sörmland, and then in the national
competition where they came in
first place.
In the regional competition,
colleagues from Eskilstuna Ölkultur
came in second place with a beer
made with barley from Warbo
kvarn and birch leaves from Högtorpsgård. Närsjögård won the third
prize for an air dried and marinated
ham made in cooperation with
Gnesta Chark-kurser.

about to be harvested, the field was
full of nettles. So we used them
as well. Dried them and boiled a
nettle tea which was the basis of our
fermented soda.
What does it mean that the drink is
fermented?
– It’s a fermentation process like
the one when you make sourdough.
When the drink is fermented, lactic
acid bacteria and carbon dioxide
form.
Can you describe the process?
– We have selected two main flaBeetroot and nettle have a beautifully
vours, such as beetroot and nettles,
enticing pink colour, a fresh ginger
says David. We mix grated beetroot
flavour, light beetroot fragrance and
flavour and bubbles.
with grated ginger and sugar and
leave this for 48 hours. It then starts to bubble. This
means lactic acid bacteria are forming. We need to
Can you describe the beverage you have created and
mix and add more ginger during this period so the
which was awarded the “gold rain”?
process doesn’t stop. We then add the nettle tea and
– It’s a fermented soda available in different flagradually carbon dioxide starts to form. Then the
vours, flavours that change with the seasons and the
drink is sieved and bottled. The fermentation continavailability of ingredients, says David.
ues in the bottle, which must be kept refrigerated.
What are the flavours?
Are there other similar beverages in the market?
– The beverage that won the prize was flavoured
– Yes, it is comparable to Kombucha, which is
with beetroot and nettles. But we also do Lingon- and made of tea and a mushroom that starts the fermenBlueberries, Rowanberries and Apple, and Birch and
tation process. Kombucha tastes more of yeast than
Apple. According to the seasonal offer.
our drink. Kvas is another example, which is tradiWhere do source you ingredients from?
tionally made of bread and is also not sweet. Salt is
– From nature, says David. I pick them in my
used instead of sugar. Both originate from Russia, but
garden, and in the forest. We get the beetroots from
there is an American variety known as Gingerbugg.
a farmer in Råby-Rekarne. When the beetroots were
Is the soda good for you?
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David
Lindström
Age: 29
Lives in: Kvicksund
Education: musician, plays classical piano
How did you end up at Kvass: Istarted out as a pianist
but gradually moved into the kitchen, developed
ingredients, fermented and made jams for vegan dishes
served raw
Food you can’t live without: pizza is hard to give up
Music you offer with food: classical of course! The
Goldberg versions for dinner and with a pizza, Ravel’s
Bolero
Best kitchen tool: these days, a capsule clamp, but
generally I would like a vegetable spiralizer

David Lindström is one of three
creators behind the Matverk
winner – Fermented soda.

– Yes, it is. It contains live bacterial cultures which are
good for the stomach, and also it is not so sweet and
does not contain any alcohol, while it is comparable
to sparkling wine, says David.
A classic sports question – what does it feel like to
win Matverk?
– It was a lot of fun, we didn’t even think we would
reach the final! It was also timely as the restaurant
closed for fire safety reasons from one day to the next,
so we were a little stranded. But now we are hopeful
again. Thanks to the prize, we hope to be able to
market ourselves widely. We are going to Stockholm
to record a marketing film and hope to make connections to promote our product.
Where will you produce your beverage?
– We are working on a new restaurant location, so
it will be in the same place. Right now I am making
the soda at home in my kitchen as Viktor and Rebecka are traveling.
Where will you sell your beverage?
– Mainly to restaurants here in Eskilstuna and
Stockholm. We will not mass produce as it requires
tending and it isn’t possible to make large quantities
at once. The maximum is 5 litres per fermentation
vessel.
Why do you think you won?
– Because we have created a new product that is
sustainable. A small volume of ingredients is used and
it’s made from local produce
from both cultivation and nature.
We make use of seasonally a
vailable produce. l
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Rätt i tiden
[timeliness award]

Mathias Dahlgren’s award Rätt i tiden was
also distributed at Matverk and awarded to
Fermented Soda for combining tastiness and
healthiness in a delicious alternative - here
and now.

Matverk

is a product development competition for
producers and is arranged by Gastronomiska
samtal [gastronomic conversations] – a place
for exchange of knowledge and cooperation
around Swedish gastronomy. The initiators include, among others, Hans Naess and the chef
Mathias Dahlgren. MATVERK.SE

Second and third place
in Matverk

Bohuslän came second with a sustainable and
climate-smart Musseltapas created by Adriaan
van de Plasse and Lena Larsson.
Manfred Enoksson, Per Rosengren and Mouris
Eliya from Stockholm came third with their
Sourdough-pitabread.

Young entrepreneurs invest in food

Food craft is something that future young entrepreneurs believe in.
At the annual UF fair, secondary school students from Sörmland
exhibited jointly with 120 different companies. Several companies
presented crispbread with seeds and homemade muesli, one
presented flavoured oils and salt. Another company had flavoured
popcorn for parties and yet another introduced a sustainability
approach in its ReBar, a snack bar using a residue product from beer
(draff). Th UF fair was held in Katrineholm in March.

DIFFERENT
COMPANIES

Tommy Myllymäki
back in Katrineholm

Åkerö

On 6 June this summer, Tommy Myllymäki
will open the doors of the “new” Stadsparken
in central Katrineholm.
– I’ve been looking for premises in Katrine
holm for a long time. We want to create a
meeting place in a cosy environment for
guests who want to have lunch or dinner, but
also for those who just want a cup of coffee
or a glass of wine, says Tommy and mentions
that the food will be locally produced to the
extent possible.
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Food Truck Championship
Experience the Nordic championship in Food Truck-cookery. It takes place in Mariefred on 20 and 21 July. A
jury will assess the competitors based on the following categories: Best Concept and Design, Best Meat Dish,
Best Fish Dish, Best Vego Dish, and Best Dessert. At the same time, there will be lots to explore at Bondens
marknad [Farmers’ Market].

herbs and spices and a seasoning mix are
produced and sold by Nordic Spice. A company
from Eskilstuna that produces its herbs and
spices in a proprietary factory in the fertile
Murcia in Spain. The herbs and spices are sold
primarily to the food industry and stores, but
there is also range of products available for
customers in their website. A large part is
exported. Flavour and quality are the focus.
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Photo: Mattonstock

200 different

From farm to table
We support a sustainable value chain in
Sörmland — from producer to user!

Sörmland Regional Council

The Christmas Table

a changing tradition?
Should we have ham or griddled Swede on the Christmas table this year?
Each family’s Christmas food is a journey in family history and geographic
origin. It’s not just food, but also memories, that we serve.
Text: Catarina Bennetoft | Photo: Per Groth

trends

In December many restaurants are
very busy – largely thanks to the
Christmas tables. Surveys indicate
that Christmas table eating has
increased and that there is a clear
trend in Christmas tables becoming
greener. More vegetarian dishes are
served – both hot and cold.
A challenge appreciated by many
chefs since it requires more creativity than frying meatballs and
prinskorv [traditional sausages].
• 2017 around 5 million Christmas
tables were served, with a total
value of SEK 3 billion.
• 4 out of 5 still want a traditional
Christmas table and believe that
the Christmas table is an important tradition.
• One out of ten young people
prefers a vegetarian Christmas
table.
SOURCE: VISITA

N

o other holiday is as traditional as Christmas, but
will the Swedish Christmas table always be around and
look the same in our homes and in
restaurants?
At Culinary Craft in Strängnäs,
where future chefs are trained, Jimmy
Forzelius arranges a Christmas
table with a traditional content,
but with some new flavours for Stolt
Mat.
– Here at the school we will offer
a small Christmas table nearer
Christmas, perhaps a bit like this
one, says Jimmy Forzelius teacher
and project manager of the restaurant programme.
The pupils learn to prepare traditional dishes from scratch. They
must be familiar with methods such
as smoking both fish and meat.
How and why produce is salted
and pickled, how marinades are

prepared and how sausage is made.
– We use locally produced
ingredients in everything we make
as far as possible. We invite various
producers to come here and share
their knowledge and experience
with our students, says Jimmy. This
is a trend of our times.
In his opinion, it is important to
keep and know about our traditions, while he is open to preparing
the traditional Christmas dishes
with a new approach. The herring
can be flavoured with new herbs
and spices, and the ribs cooked in
new ways.
– I also believe that the Christmas table will become greener
– that more vegetarian dishes will
be added to the Christmas table,
and also that new flavours will be
added, says Jimmy and adds that
the tradition will remain, that it is
important as it brings us together. l

future chefs
are trained
About the design of the Christmas
table and our Christmas traditions in
the future:

CAROLINE ANDERSSON, 17
FROM STRÄNGNÄS:

– I believe the Christmas table of the future will include
more green dishes and fewer dishes with meat. The
meat served will be Swedish and locally produced.
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Jimmy Forzelius
Age: 35.
Job: Project Manger and teacher
at the restaurant programme in
Strängnäs, Culinary Craft.
Family: wife and daughter and two
bonus kids.
Lives in: a house in Strängnäs.
Moved here in 2010 to work as a
chef with Christer Lingström at
Edsbacka Bistro.
Education: Vocational upper
secondary school with restaurant
programme in Motala and subsequently school of life including
at two-star Edsbacka krog in Sollentuna outside Stockholm.
Best dish on the Christmas table:
“matjes” herring and ham.
Best gadget in the kitchen: the
knife, of course.

Pork meat cutting course with Lasse Dahlén.

JOSEFINE STRIDELL, 16
FROM STRÄNGNÄS:

BENJAMIN WAHLGREN, 17 ÅR
FROM NYKVARN:

– I also think we will have more green dishes on the
Christmas table, as well as fish and seafood. The cured
meat products are decreasing, but the ham will remain.

Recipes!

– The Christmas table will become more varied. Many celebrate Christmas abroad and bring home new flavours. In our
family, the Christmas holiday is the tradition, the food varies.
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Christmas table

If you can find salted herring and soak it yourself it is preferable, but you can also use the pickling
herring available in grocery stores. If you order your ham sufficiently early, you can get a ham with
a rind. When baked in the oven after boiling, it becomes crispy and tasty. Otherwise, the ham can
be breaded and grilled in the traditional way.
– 6 PORTIONS –

Mustard herring
If you don’t have mustard from Culinary Craft, you can use Slotts original
mustard instead.
1 jar pickling herring (around 420 g)
1 dl mustard, preferably Culinary
Crafts
1 pinch salt
4 tbsp granulated sugar
3 tbsp white wine vinegar
1 dl rapeseed oil
3 dl water
1 dl dill
1. Crush dill and sugar in a large mortar. Add vinegar and salt and then oil,
a little at a time. Dilute with water to
a saucy consistency.
2. Rinse the herring and allow to
drain. Divide it into 2 cm wide pieces,
alternate herring and mustard sauce
in a jar. Place a lid on top and refrigerate for at least 2 days before serving.

Creamy lemon herring

Black currant herring

1. Mix egg yolks and mustard in a
small bowl. Add the oil, whisking or
mixing into a thick mayonnaise. Taste
with grated lemon rind and mix in
the crème fraiche.
2. Add chopped leek and taste with
honey.
3. Rinse the herring, allow to drain
and divide into 2 large pieces. Fold
into the lemon sauce, refrigerate for
around 2 days before serving.

1. Bring all the ingredients except
the herring and black currants to the
boil in a saucepan. Stir until the sugar
dissolves. Let it cool.
2. Rinse the herring and allow to
drain. Divide it into 2 cm wide pieces.
Alternate herring and black currants
in a glass jar. Pour the cold pickling
marinade so it covers the herring.
Place a lid on top and refrigerate for
2 days before serving.

1 jar pickling herring (around 420 g)
1 egg yolk
1 tbsp Dijon mustard
½ dl rapeseed oil
1 lemon, grated peel
5 tbsp crème fraiche
10 cm leek, finely chopped
2 tbsp liquid honey
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1 jar pickling herring (around 420 g)
1 dl pickling vinegar, 12 %
2 dl granulated sugar
3 dl water
1 bay leaf
5 cloves
5 allspice peppercorns
1 dl black currants

Roasted cauliflower with
browned butter vinaigrette
1 cauliflower, around 600 g
4 tbsp butter
2 tbsp rice vinegar
1 tsp marjoram
½ tsp chili powder
½ tsp salt
1. Heat the oven to 200°C. Cut off the
root on the cauliflower so it can lay
flat. Place it in an oven proof dish.
2. Melt 1 tbsp butter and brush the
cauliflower. Strew marjoram, chili and
salt over it. Bake in the middle of the
oven for around 45 minutes. Check
with a pick that the cauliflower is
ready. It should be soft right through.
3. Melt the rest of the butter in a
small saucepan until it has some
colour and a nutty fragrance. Let it
cool and add rice vinegar. Serve the
melted butter with the newly baked
cauliflower.

Rice paper rolls with hoisin sauce
The rolls require some work but they
are fun to make together. Shred the
vegetables as thin as you can.
1 bundle fresh coriander
around 150 g carrot, shredded
around 50 g scallion, shredded
around 150 g sugar snap peas,
shredded
1 piece black radish, around 150 g,
shredded
4 Romain lettuce leaves or gem
lettuce
rice paper
Hoisin sauce:
1 dl Japanese soya sauce
1 tbsp finely grated ginger
2 tbsp chopped coriander
1 tbsp squeezed lime
1 tsp fish sauce
chili

Christmas ham

Beetroot pickled salmon

3 kilos salted ham with rind,
preferably from a farm pig
2 yellow onions
2 carrots
2 bay leaves
8 cloves
6 white peppercorns
6 black peppercorns

600 g bone free salmon filet, preferably the middle part
¼ dl salt
½ dl sugar
5 whole white pepper corns, crushed
2 dill stalks
1 large fresh beetroot

1. Quickly wash the ham in cold
water and place it in a large saucepan
with water. Bring to the boil. Skim the
foam off with a spoon.
2. Peel the onions and carrots, cut
into pieces and place in the saucepan
with the ham and the herbs and
spices.
3. Stick a thermometer into the ham.
Let it simmer until it reaches 72°C.
Let the ham cool in the brine.
4. Lift eh ham out of the brine. Dry
the surface and cut a nice grid pattern in the rind with a sharp knife.
5. Heat the oven to 180°C. Bake the
ham in the middle of the oven for
around 30 minutes, until it has some
colour. Garnish with cloves if you
like.

Yellow pea humus
6 dl yellow peas (dried)
3 garlic cloves
3 tsp thyme
3 tsp cumin
3 tbsp squeezed lemon juice
5 tbsp olive oil
salt
white pepper
1. Soak the peas in water over night.
2. Boil the peas in fresh, lightly salted
water, under a lid on a low heat for
around one hour.
3. Blend the boiled peas smooth in a
blender, add herbs and spices. Taste
with lemon, olive oil, salt and pepper.

1. Pick the coriander leaves from the
stalks. Chop 2 tbsp for the dip sauce,
and save the remaining leaves for
the rolls.
2. Heat water in a frying pan. Dip each
rice paper until the paper softens.
3. Spread some of the vegetables in
the middle of the paper. Fold the
sides toward each other and roll. Repeat until you are out of vegetables.
Divide the rolls in the middle.
4. Hoisin sauce: Mix all ingredients
for the sauce to dip the rolls in.
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1. Place the salmon file with the skin
down in a dish.
2. Mix salt, sugar, coarsely crushed
pepper.
3. Rub the salmon with the seasoning.
Chop the dill and spread over.
4. Cover with clingfilm, refrigerate for
24 hours. Turn the salmon once and
ladle the brine over it.
5. Peel and grate the beetroot roughly. Cover the meaty side with grated
beetroot and leave for another 24
hours.
6. Scrape away the beetroot and cut
the salmon in thin slices.

Root vegetable salad with orange
and cinnamon vinaigrette
A fresh salad made of winter vegetables goes well with the Christmas
table. You can prepare it easily with
a potato peeler or mandoline. Roast
rapeseed oil is available in delis, but
can be replaced with cold/pressed
rapeseed oil.
Shave carrots, yellow beets, beetroots and fennel thinly in a bowl.
Divide one small cauliflower into
small florets.
Grate the peel of one orange and
squeeze the juice into a small saucepan, add cinnamon and heat carefully
until luke warm. Add a little roasted
rapeseed and taste with squeezed
lemon. Mix cauliflower and the
shaved vegetables. Drizzle over luke
warm vinaigrette.

green INSPIRAtion
Photos of books: Bonnier Fakta

Rutabaga
with a focus on vegetables

grilla Grönt
[barbecue vegetables]

is a book about green food signed by one of
the most famous chefs in Sweden, Mathias
Dahlgren. Quite simply world-class vegetarian
cuisine where the visionary Dahlgren goes to
the bottom of the green concept and cooks in
a new way. It is based on the food served at his
restaurant Rutabaga, but everything can be
cooked at home in your own kitchen. Mathias
is also involved in Gastronomiska samtal [Gastronomic Conversations] here in Sörmland.

80 recipes for everything from quick-fried
primeurs to indirectly grilled root vegetables,
baked pies and savoury gratins, desserts, dips
and snacks. All cooked on the barbecue. There
is something for everyone – both the novice and
the veteran – collected in the only barbecue book
you will need this summer.
How about, for example, barbecued swede
with butter and almonds, or artichoke with mint
and lemon?

By Mathias Dahlgren
Photo: Lennart Weibull

By Malin Landqvist
Photo: Per Ranung

Photo: David Vazque

Blueberry shadow, apple core
and rhubarb shadow
Is not just an eccentric and joyful bakery book. It’s just
as much a story about feelings, sustainability and about
living in harmony with nature. This is a book about the
fact that we borrow the earth, about the satisfaction in
doing something with your hands to understand and
see the beauty in our surroundings.
By My Feldt who runs the Feldt bakery in Halmstad
Photo: Emilie Crispin Ekström
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Thank you
for caring!
Food creates feelings. It gives us joy, flavors and experiences while raising
questions and affecting the outside world. By taking care of the animals
responsibly, ensuring that transports are short and constantly working to get
better, the food on the plate becomes as healthy and gentle for the environment as possible. At the same time as we keep biodiversity in our landscape.
We, Sweden’s farmers, hope that you, who value the environment, the
climate and your own health choose Swedish food. With your help we
get even better.

Best regards Sweden´s farmers
Together we get the land to grow

Freshly harvested
and locally produced!
The Farmer’s Market is for those who want to buy
high quality produce grown and processed locally.
Examples are vegetables and root vegetables,
cheese, meat and cured meats, jams, syrups, and
marmalades, rapeseed oil and honey. This opportunity is available in several locations in Sörmland
through the summer.

Market days for the Farmer’s Market:
19 May Rhubarb and primeurs,
The square – Mariefred

21 July
11 Aug
25 Aug

 ordic Championship, Food truck
N
At the harbour – Mariefred

S wedish Championship, street music,
The square – Mariefred
Handicraft theme,
The square – Malmköping

29 Sept Big Apple Fest,

The Nordic Food Truck Championships attracts many visitors.

Ugglans park – Strängnäs

Photo: Rocco Gustafsson

Rhubarb and
primeurs of
Sörmland

Don’t
miss

Sörmland’s 16th rhubarb festival will take
place on Sunday 27 May. Farms will open
and invite you to enjoy rhubarb and other
primeurs that have emerged. Throughout
week 21, rhubarb and other spring primeurs
are the focus in cafés and restaurants around
Sörmland.

Sörmland’s Rhubarb festival Sunday 27 May

On Saturday 19 May, the Farmer’s own
rhubarb Market open at torget in Mariefred.
Here you will also find all forms of rhubarb,
to eat and to buy.
Matkluster.se
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Lamb in Näshulta.

Don’t
miss

Ändebols Gårdsbutik & Café.

Delicious tomatoes.

Aptitrundan 16 September
Do your own tour and visit food craftsmen, producers, cafés and restaurants with an open house during Aptitrundan in Sörmland between 10
am and 4 pm. This is the eight consecutive year that Sörmlands Matkluster offers visitors an opportunity to taste and experience the best
of Sörmland’s food. Visit the farm animals and enjoy various activities
offered. Around 50 exhibitors.
If you can’t wait, some participants are open for visitors already on
Saturday. If so, book in advance. At matkluster.se there are also many
suggestions for accommodation during the Aptitrundan weekend.

35,000

visitors toured
around Aptitrundan
2017

Matkluster.se/aptitrundan

Sausage and
bread festival

The festival attracted around 5,000 visitors in 2017.

This was the seventh consecutive year the festival was held
with sausages and bread in focus at Stallarholmen on 10
March 2017. Yet another success as around 5,000 defy the
darkness and the cold to experience craft sausage and bread
with delicious condiments. All in festive form with music,
lectures and performances. Sausage enthusiast Lasse Dahlén
and bread superstar Maria Printz are behind the arrangement, jointly with Sparbanken
Rekarne and Sörmlands
Matkluster.
Book the 2019 festival now,
Saturday 9 March, 10 am - 4
pm in Stallarholmen.
Matkluster.se
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Lasse Dahlén and Maria Printz.

Sörmland's

FOOD MARKETS
Photo: Rocco Gustafsson

2018
May
27 Sunday
Rhubarb and primeur fest

June
7 Thursday
START! Bondens Nära, Hellmanska gården, Nyköping
(every Thursday all summer 11 am – 7 pm)

July

18 wednesDAY
Market evening in Nyköping

8 - 9 pm Friday-SATURDAY

September
6, 13, 20, 27 Thursdays

Nordic Food Truck Championship in Mariefred

25 wednesDAY

Market Thursday in Trosa

Market evening in Nyköping

9 SunDAY

August
1 wednesDAY

Autumn market Skillebyholm

14 friDAY

Market evening in Nyköping

Meal symposium, Culinary Craft Strängnäs

11 saturDAY

15–16 Saturday-Sunday

Farmer’s Market in Mariefred

Apple Days at Julita Gård

18 SATURDAY

16 Sunday

Harvest day with food market, Julita Gård

Aptitrundan in Sörmland

25 SATURDAY

29 saturDAY

Farmer’s Market in Malmköping

Big Apple Fest, Ugglans park in Strängnäs

November
24–25 SATURDAY–SUNDAY
Östermalma Christmas Market

DECEMBER
2 Sunday
Trosa Christmas Market
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New!
Bondens Nära
in Nyköping
Thursday, 7 June is the premiere for
Bondens Nära.
Numerous local farmers, producers and
processors in Sörmlands Matkluster have
joined forces in a totally new concept,
Bondens Nära. The producers will be inside
Hellmanska gårdens Bageri and outside in
the yard and sell each others’ products. You
can by vegetables, potatoes, root vegetables,
honey, marmalades., syrups, pickled vegetables. Air-dried, fresh and frozen meat. Since
availability of products is seasonal, the offer
is naturally greatest at the end of summer.
Bondens Nära will take place every Thursday
at Hellmanska gården in Nyköping between
11 am 7 pm starting on 7 June.
Welcome!

2019

February
28 Thursday
Midwinter fest in Nyköping

March
9 saturDAY
Sausage and Bread Festival Stallarholmen

May
30 Thursday

Photo: Paola Andersson

Trosa Baltic Herring Festival
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White
Guide
Restaurants and cafés
in Sörmland 2018
The White Guide was created in 2004 by a merger of the
reputable and reliable restaurant guides Gourmet 199 Bord
and Vägarnas Bästa, the former was published for 17 years
and the latter was first published in 1985.
White Guide is the only comprehensive restaurant guide in
Sweden which evaluates the Swedish restaurant scene with
journalistic integrity.
In 2013, the White Guide expanded its coverage to also
testing Swedish cafes and is now publishing an annual
guide where Sweden's 250-300 best cafes are presented and
ranked according to the quality of coffee and pastries.

Photo: Rocco Gustafsson
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Restaurant Kung Blacke in Flen.

Ändebols Café in Bettna.

Restaurants

Cafés

Bomans Hotel & Restaurant

Konditori Amarant

TROSA | bomans.se

TORSHÄLLA | konditoriamarant.se

Edsbacka Bistro

Annas Hembageri

STRÄNGNÄS | edsbackabistro.se

MARIEFRED | annashembageri.se

Restaurant Fina FiskeN

café bönan

TROSA | finafisken.se

ESKILSTUNA | facebook.com/café bönan

Gripsholms Värdshus Hotel & Conference

Hellmanska Gården

MARIEFRED | gripsholms-vardshus.se

NYKÖPING | hellmanskagarden.se

Jernberghska Krog

Hornuddens ekocafé

ESKILSTUNA | jernberghska.se

STRÄNGNÄS | hornudden.net

Julita Wärdshus

printz bageri

JULITA | julitawardshus.se

STALLARHOLMEN | printzbageri.se

Restaurant Kung Blacke

Sköna Gertruds Te & Kaffe

FLEN | blaxstawine.se

KATRINEHOLM | skonagertruds.se

Matbygget

Sultans Konditori

JÄRNA | jarnakafe.se

KATRINEHOLM | sultans.se

Skafferiet bar & diner

Taxinge Slottscafé

NYKÖPING | erikiforsen.se

NYKVARN | taxingeslott.se

Skåpmat

Två Goda Ting

JÄRNA | facebook/sKåPMat

MARIEFRED | tvagodating.com

Taxinge krog

Utö Bakgård

NYKVARN | taxingekrog.nu

UTÖ | utobakgard.se

Trosa stadshotell och Spa

Åsgatan 2 Kaffebar

TROSA | trosastadshotell.se

JÄRNA | facebook.com/Åsgatan 2

Utö Värdshus

Ändebols gårdsbutik & café

UTÖ | utovardshus.se

BETTNA | andebolsgard.se

Wreta Gästgifveri
ÅLBERGA | wreta.nu
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New!

Photo: Rocco Gustafsson

Sörmland
Food Guide

SÖRMLANDS MATKLUSTER
FROM FARM TO TABLE

2018
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Sörmland’s Matkluster is an economic association for
businesses in the food industry who want to promote
the development of production, access to and quality
of food in Sörmland. Follow us on Facebook at Sörmlands Matkluster.

matkluster.se

Welcome to Sörmland’s
food culture!
Here, we at Sörmlands Matkluster have gathered the best in food, processing
and cooking that the county has to offer. We are an economic association that,
among other things, works to make the food and food culture of Sörmland
accessible to all residents and visitors.
The members of Sörmlands Matkluster produce raw materials, process
and sell them, decorate the dining tables, serve amazing food and delicious
coffee. We also work to promote good food and delicious food experiences in
other ways, by providing courses, catering and food walking tours.
In a nutshell, all of us are passionate about giving you access to the delicious food from the region!
Welcome to the food county of Sörmland!
Erika Olsson
Chairman Sörmlands Matkluster

CONTENTS

Photo: Rocco Gustafsson
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with the geographic locations of members.
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Members of Sörmland’s Matkluster:
ESKILSTUNA MUNICIPALITY
BLOMMOR & BRIE
As a flavour inspirer & with a genuine service spirit, I deliver the best of quality with a focus on farm-produced
cheese & its accessories. A do flower decorations, small
and large, for both private individuals & companies.
Wäsby Magasin, Rosells väg, Torshälla, +46 70 526 42 73,
info@blommorbrie.se, FB: Blommor & Brie,
Instagram: blommorbrie
BREAD SHOP/MINIKAFÉ PRINTZ BAGERI
Neighbourhood store with ecological sourdough bread
and pastry from Printz Bageri in Stallarholmen. Flour
made of cereals from Sörmland. Locally produced food
craft.
Kungsvägen 8, Eskilstuna, +46 16 14 00 30,
eskilstuna@printzbageri.se, printzbageri.se
Latitude: 59.36719 | Longitude: 16.52376

KALKUGNSTORP
Rotational farm with sheep, pigs, chickens and bees.
Meat boxes. Fruit, vegetables and processing. Farmshop,
cider factory and summer café.
Kjulamon Kalkugnstorp, Eskilstuna, +46 70 447 53 94,
lou@kalkugnstorp.se, kalkugnstorp.se,
FB/Instagram: Kalkugnstorp
Latitude: 59.33415 | Longitude: 16.71707
KJULA HEMBAGERI
Naturally free from gluten and milk
Bread, cakes and pizza bases. Farmshop.
Lindsäter 1, 635 06 Eskilstuna, +46 70 492 22 26,
info@kjulahembageri.se, kjulahembageri.se
Latitude: 59.34632 | Longitude: 16.63023
MAGDAKULLAN
Organic breeding of Swedish Red Polled cattle.
Farmshop, café and restaurant. Open Friday - Sunday
year round. Fleamarket (“loppis”) certain days in the
summertime.
Magda säteri, Västra Näshulta, +46 16 800 18,
info@magdakullan.se, magdakullan.se
Latitude: 59.206231 | Longitude: 16.233299

ESKILSTUNA DELIKATESSHANDEL
Old-fashioned shop with genuine Swedish, locally
produced food craft: sweets, pralines, sausage, cheese,
bread, marmalade, syrup, coffee, tea etc.
Köpmangatan 48, Eskilstuna, +46 070 224 70 89,
kontakt@eskilstunadelikatesshandel.se
eskilstunadelikatesshandel.se

MAKKARA YKSI
Makkara Yksi is a neighbourhood tavern at söder of
Eskilstuna with a Finnish influence. We promote locally
produced beer and sausages in qualitative simplicity.
Eskilsgatan 1B, Eskilstuna, +46 72 331 55 38,
info@makkarayksi.se, makkarayksi.se,
FB: makkarayksi, Instagram: makkara_yksi

ESKILSTUNA ÖLKULTUR
Brews beer with natural products: malt, hops, yeast and
water. Brewery pub with restaurant, corporate catering
Faktorigatan 1, Eskilstuna, +46 16 13 17 14,
info@eskilstunaolkultur.se, eskilstunaolkultur.se
Latitude: 59.37568 | Longitude: 16.50821
FIKA BY ANNA
A splendid mix of raw pastry, home-blended smoothies
and raw ice cream, to have in our cosy environment or
to go for your party at home. A nutritious alternative
to your snack/coffee-break produced with a focus on
enjoyment, quality and respect for the environment and
health.
Tullgatan 4, Eskilstuna, +46 70 957 06 21,
info@fikabyanna.se, fikabyanna.se
GRANERFELDTS TRÄDGÅRDSCENTER
Large cultivation in greenhouses of unsprayed vegetables
with a focus on taste. Tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers
and herbs are the staple products.
Granerfeldts Trädgårdscenter, Ostra, Eskilstuna,
+46 16 35 33 10, info@granerfeldt.se, granerfeldt.se

MARY’S CAFÉ & BUTIK
At Mary’s Café & Butik you will find a fine mix of ecological and locally produced food, a gallery, music, larder
& rural B&B. Åkerbyvägen 2, Eskilstuna, +46 16 35 01 05,
info@maryscafe.se, maryscafe.se, FB: maryscafeochbutik
MÄLARCHARK
MälarChark produces, sells and distributes hot-smoked
mixed meats, both conventional and organic as well as
liver pate.
Hejargatan 1, Eskilstuna, +46 16 14 89 80,
info@malarchark.se, malarchark.se
Latitude: 59.34631 | Longitude: 16.49130
NÄRSJÖ GÅRD – FARCON AB
We breed cattle and pigs according to KRAV. We sell
pre-booked meat boxes. Arranges market days, farm
visits, and pig safaris.
Närsjö Gård, Eskilstuna, +46 70 309 00 05,
farconab@outlook.com, farcon.se
FB: FarCon AB-Närsjö gård
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PEPERONE
Cultivation of chili pepper and small-scale production
of hot marmalades, sauces, spice salts with several
products containing chili pepper.
Aspvägen 2, Eskilstuna, +46 72 361 08 65,
info@peperone.se, peperone.se

Öja Gård 1, Stora Sundby, +46 70 768 77 64,
info@ojagard.se, ojagard.se, FB/Instagram: ojagard

FLEN MUNICIPALITY

REKARNEKÖTT
Breeds cattle. Local quality meat from harmonious
animals.
Lindholms gård, Eskilstuna, +46 70 825 03 81,
info@rekarnekott.se, rekarnekott.se
Latitud: 59.35625 | Longitude: 16.81114
ROBERT E’S BOTANISKA
Newly started farmshop, café and vegetable cultivation.
Processing of the farm’s produce. Our products and the
chocolate are made with lots of love.
Skåningegård, Flättorp/Solhem, Ärla,
+46 70 799 25 36, 070-227 28 80, FB: Robert E’s Botaniska
Latitude: 59.259315 | Longitude: 16.745839
SKETORP
Vegetable cultivation in the Hedland Nature Reserve.
Flowers and eggs. Sale at markets and in farmshop.
Hedlandet Sketorp 1, Husby Rekarne, +46 703 56 42 30,
info@sketorp.se, sketorp.se
Latitude: 59.266802 | Longitude: 16.340704
SOLBY GÅRD
Our farmshop is packed with locally produced goods.
We grow potatoes, strawberries, raspberries, blueberries
etc. Also Pick your own. Open year round.
Solby Gård, Eskilstuna +46 16 35 10 02, +46 709 18 76 41,
solbygard.se, Follow us on FB/Instagram
Latitude: 59.42404 | Longitude: 16.52144
SÖRGÅRDEN MÅLA
Tasty and award-winning marmalades, chili sauces,
chutneys, mustard, honey, gourmet crispbread, eggs etc.
Farm shop at the northern shore of lake Hjälmaren.
Sörgården Måla, Arboga, +46 70 549 85 87,
info@sorgardenmala.se, sorgardenmala.se,
FB: Sörgården Måla
Latitude: 59.28304 | Longitude: 15.86082
Y-WON BAR & GRILL
We sere breakfast, lunch and dinner. Delicious food and
classic dishes with a modern twist. A blend of international bar, bistro and grill with a local approach to
ingredients.
Hamngatan 11, Eskilstuna, +46 16 540 23 00, +46 723 89 99 80,
restaurang.eskilstuna@elite.se, elite.se/y-won
FB: ywonbarochgrill, Instagram: ywonbarochgrill
ÖJA GÅRDSPRODUKTER
Handmade buffalo mozzarella and yoghurt from our own
dairy. Buffalo burgers, lamb and buffalo meat from happy
animals. Also sells lambskins.
Contact us regarding trading outside of farm days.

BLAXSTA VINGÅRD
Wine from vine cultivation. Restaurant with a focus on
flavours, home-grown produce and seasonal primeurs.
Exclusive hotel. Open year-round for table booking
and hotel. In summer, open 7 days/week in the period
26 June-15 August and where we, as the only restaurant
in Sweden, create a completely new menu for every
evening, so-called daily menu.
Blacksta, Flen, + 46 157-704 60, +46 70 483 46 90 (table
booking), goran.amnegard@spray.se, blaxstawine.se
Latitude: 58.95815 | Longitude: 16.63420
CAFÉ LIDA GÅRD /KVALITÉ HÄST &amp; HUND
We serve lunch and coffee with snacks. We work with
Swedish and locally produced ingredients. 80 seats
inside + 150 outside. Open every day.
Stenhammar Lida Gård, Flen, +46 157 120 05,
+46 70 471 12 89, hannah@kvalitehasthund.com,
kvalitehasthund.com
Latitude: 59.04151 | Longitude: 16.57402
FINESSERNA
Craft marmalades and beverages, ecological. Lead and
develop projects, so that more people can work with
food from the land to the table.
Flinkesta, Flen, +46 703 13 15 73, +46 157 703 28,
monika.naess@finesserna.se, finesserna.se
Latitude: 58.94873 | Longitude: 16.56743
FLEN MUNICIPALITY
Promotes more food producers and rural life in the
municipality.
Näringslivskontoret i Flens kommun, +46 157 43 00 00,
mikael.larsson@flen.se, flen.se
FRÄKENTORP
Animals, nature, locally produced food and accommodation. Ecological crop rotation farm with milk, meat
and vitalised ancient cereals. Food walks and dining
experiences where you get to taste Sörmland, out in the
beautiful countryside in Sörmland.
Fräkentorp säteri, Malmköping, +46 70 594 41 18,
+46 157 441 18, heideken@telia.com, frakentorp.se
Latitude: 59.17000 | Longitude: 16.61205
GRINDA GÅRDSGLASS
In our café you will find in particular locally produced
ice cream made with real ingredients, such as milk, eggs
and berries from the region, but also pastries and buns,
honey and a lot more.
We also offer conference facilities.
Grinda säteri, Malmköping, +46 70 201 91 87,
grindagardsglass.se, FB: Grinda säteri AB
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HOTEL MALMKÖPING
Conference and meeting rooms, accommodation and
delicious food made with local produce.
Furugatan, Malmköping, +46 157 245 80,
info@hotellmalmkoping.se, hotellmalmkoping.se
Latitude: 59.13793 | Longitude: 16.72216

STAVTORPS DELIKATESSER
We sell our own and other products made in Sörmland..
Beverages, cheeses, marmalades, ice cream, meat, bread,
gifts, farm milk, and espresso bar. Open Fridays and
Saturdays.
Kungsgatan 22, Malmköping, +46 707 31 41 16,
stavtorp@telia.com, stavtorp.nu

HÖGTORP GÅRD
We process the flavours of the forest and nature from
plants and mushrooms picked on our own, eco-certified
land.
Högtorp 1, Mellösa, +46 70 577 22 08, lena@hogtorp.se,
hogtorp.se, FB:hogtorpgard, Instagram: hogtorpgard
JÜRSS MEJERI
Artisanal curding on a small scale. Store with around 25
different types of cheese. Courses in artisanal cheese
and dairy production.
Gjutmästarbacken 1, Hälleforsnäs, +46 157 141 10,
jurssmejeri@jurssmejeri.se, jurssmejeri.se
Latitude: 59.15189 | Longitude: 16.48843

STAVTORPS GÅRD
Honey, freshly extracted or solid, pollen, mustard,
nectar, syrups and juice. We buy fruits and berries. In the
autumn, juice your apples in our cider factory.
Stavtorp, Malmköping, +46 707 31 80 82,
stavtorp@telia.com, stavtorp.nu
Latitude: 59.12426 | Longitude: 16.77299
TIEFENSEE ÄPPELODLING
Runs a modern ecological apple orchard with 1,200 trees
planted in the spring of 2018 facing south down toward
lake Skundern in the heart of Sörmland. Sells apples from
the orchard, and juice made of fruit from the garden and
apples from the orchard.
Ekeby Sjöstugan 1, Malmköping, +46 157 77 79 80,
070-263 36 02, roger.tiefensee@gmail.com

KUHLSTA GÅRD
Lamb breeding. We grow cereals, rhubarb and apples
(juice, warm apple juice).
Kuhlsta, Flen, +46 157 701 35, bosse@blaxta.se
Latitude: 58.96458 | Longitude: 16.63426
LANDSBERGS
Family farm with a focus on beef and pork.
Meat with a focus on grilling and barbecues. BBQ events.
Hytternäs, Flen, +46 70 257 59 21,
landsbergsekologiska@gmail.se, landsbergs.se
FB: Landsbergs
MOJAVE GRÖNT AB/
GOURMETGRÖNT I MALMKÖPING
Grow historical and unusual vegetables at Grinda farm,
as well as herbs, edible flowers etc .
Mojave grönt AB, Mellösaverken, Mellösa
Gourmetgrönt Malmköping, Grinda Säteri, Malmköping,
+46 76 402 77 57, contact@mojavegront.se, mojavegront.
se, FB: mojavegront, Instagram: mojavegront
Latitude: 59.13441 | Longitude: 16.69983

TROXTABO GETGÅRD
Goats’ cheese from our own goats.
Ekenäs Troxtabo, Flen, +46 72 743 68 84,
carmenwikstrom@hotmail.com, troxtabo.com
Latitude: 58.95046 | Longitude: 16.60022
ÄNDEBOLS GÅRDSBUTIK & CAFÉ
Living organic farm with sheep, cows, tomatoes in greenhouses, vegetables. Farmshop and café with the farm’s
and local products. Meat boxes.
Ändebols gård, Bettna, +46 706 87 15 00,
info@andebolsgard.se, andebolsgard.se
Latitude: 58.92227 | Longitude: 16.48381

GNESTA MUNICIPALITY

RABA SWEET
Pasties and a variety of sweet pastries. We sell at markets.
Storgatan 11 A, Hälleforsnäs, +46 70 468 43 12
SOFIELUNDS GÅRD
KRAV certified farm with Charolais cattle breeding.
Sofielunds gård, Drottninggatan 11, Flen, +46 157 720 20,
info@sofielund.se, sofielund.se
SOLMYRA SMAKFULLT
Catering with locally produced produce. Project Manager.
Gripensnäs, Solmyra, Bettna, +46 70 686 92 41,
jonas@solmyra.se, solmyra.se
Latitude: 58.93538 | Longitude: 16.58961

ROCKLÖSA GÅRD
Farm shop, packaged nature experiences (hiking, trekking,
cycling, mushroom safaris, canoeing and golf), accommodation and rental of raft. Ecological animal farm
with sale of farm eggs, a fantastically tasty Fjällko beef
produced solely on our fields, grass and herbs and kid
meat. The farm shop also sells sausages, game and a lot
of other items from craft food producers in Sörmland.
Rocklösa Gård, Stjärnhov, +46 158 422 27, +46 70 550 11 49,
rocklosa.se Latitude: 59.14331 | Longitude: 16.98572
ÖSTERGÅRDEN PÅ EK
Small-scale KRAV-certified farm with vegetable cultivation, happy chickens and ducks. Farm shop.
Ek 1, Gnesta, +46 709 26 21 68,
ostergardenpaek@gmail.com, FB: Östergården på Ek
Latitude: 59.05700 | Longitude: 17.21726
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KATRINEHOLM MUNICIPALITY

NYKÖPING MUNICIPALITY

BÅLTSNÄS GÅRD/VILT & GÅRDSPRODUKTER
Farmshop and B&B. Slaughterhouse for lamb and game.
Premises for rent, conferences, parties and markets.
Båltsnäs gård, Katrineholm, +46 707 47 01 46,
kicki@viltogardsprodukter.se, viltogardsprodukter.se
Latitude: 58.93841 | Longitude: 16.17393

ANNAS KERAMIK
Production of durable hand-made stoneware pottery for
restaurants and individuals.
Rosendal 1, Jönåker, +46 707 20 48 34,
info@annaskeramik. Instagram: @rosendalskrukmaker
Latitude: 58.72503 | Longitude: 16.704462

ETC TOMAT
Farm shop and café.
Energikullen 1, Katrineholm, +46 76 671 28 23,
stenake.nordin@etc.se

ANNAS KÖK
Ösvreta Gård is a traditional, organic farm with dairy
cows and sheep, which also offers processed products
and a farmshop.
Ösvreta Gård, Nyköping, +46 70 288 98 26,
anna@osvreta.se, osvreta.se
Latitude: 58.77443 | Longitude: 16.89305

ICA NÄRA KATRINEHOLM
A gutsy shop with a passionate interest in locally
produced ecological products and an ambition to make
your day more simple.
Linnévägen 30, Katrineholm, +46 150 48 93 80,
ica.se/linnevagen, icamatonline.se
LERBO NATURNÄRA MAT
At Brebols gård we keep sheep, chickens and bees. In our
farm shop we sell meat and sausages form grazing sheep
and calves, eggs from our free-range hens and honey
from our bees. Small café. For opening hours, please call.
Brebols gård, Valla, +46 70 561 71 95,
FB: Lerbo naturnära mat
Latitude: 58.953124 | Longitude: 16.476531
REJMYRE GESTGIFVERI
Restaurant. We will open our micro-brewery Rejmyre
Hantverksbryggeri in October.
Glasbruksvägen 42, Rejmyre, +46 11 876 80,
+46 733 301 231, gestgifveriet.rejmyre@gmail.com,
rejmyregestgifveri.se

BY RANCH/CAMELINA OF SWEDEN
We are the only large-scale cultivator of camelina
(Camelina Sativa) in Sweden and produce and sell 100 %
ecological, cold-pressed and delicious camelina oil and
camelina seeds, both naturally rich in omega 3.
By Ranch AB, Björksund, Tystberga, +46 155 40 00 66,
info@byranch.se, camelinaofsweden.se,
FB: Camelina of Sweden
Latitude: 58.788763 | Longitude: 17.273146
ERIK PÅ SLOTTET
(Allt om måltiden i Sverige AB)
Reception rooms, catering, weddings, parties and
cooking courses.
Nyköpingshus, Hamnvägen 1, Nyköping, +46 155 211 770,
info@erikpaslottet.se, erik@alltom.nu, erikpaslottet.se
Latitude: 58.748781 | Longitude: 17.010986
GRÖNA ROSENDAL
Outdoor cultivation of vegetables and flowers.
We ferment, make juices and jams. Seasonal farm shop.
Cottage rental in farm environment. Sheep and chickens.
Rosendal, Stigtomta, +46 706 21 57 98,
grona.rosendal@gmail.com, FB: Gröna Rosendal
Latitude: 58.81041 | Longitude: 16.81226

SÖRTORP
Organic production of cereals, beef and lamb,
and vegetables. Aroniasnapsen.
Sörtorp, Katrineholm, +46 708 97 01  33, +46 150 711 17,
karl.kallander@ekolantbruk.se, ekojord.se
Latitude: 59.03333 | Longitude: 16.45000

HAGA HONEY
Our bees produce pure, natural honey, wax, pollen, and
propolis.
Månskenet 8, Nyköping, +46 704 95 35 39,
anna@hagahonung.se, hagahonung.se
Latitude: 58.89583 | Longitude: 16.88577

ÄNGBY GÅRDSBUTIK & CAFÉ
Eggs, meat, bread, lambskins, crafts and flea market.
Have a coffee in a cosy farm environment! Open from
Midsummer until schools start, and weekends the rest
of the year.
Glindran Ängby 2, Björkvik, +46 702 37 77 96,
wallens.akeri@telia.com, angbyull.snabber.se
Latitude: 58.84613 | Longitude: 16.40439
ÄNGLARNAS KÖK
Catering company which operates mainly in Sörmland
and prioritises Swedish ingredients.
Åsgatan 28, Katrineholm, Sara +46 730 88 09 55, Helene
+46 730-88 09 77, info@anglarnaskok.se, anglarnaskok.se

HELLMANSKA GÅRDEN
Café and stone oven bakery offering organic and locally
produced products. Lunches and hot sandwiches. Also
household equipment store.
V. Trädgårdsgatan 24, Nyköping, +46 155 21 05 25,
info@hellmanskagarden.se, hellmanskagarden.se
Latitude: 58.75236 | Longitude: 17.00677
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LASÄTTER GÅRD
Syrup, marmalade, and jelly made of elderflower from
our own cultivation. Conference and Farm Stay, certified
by Naturens Bästa.
Lasätter gård, Nyköping, +46 155 530 33,
monika@lasatter.se, lasatter.se
Latitude: 58.70807 | Longitude: 16.79106

VIRÅ BRUK
Food, hunting and training experiences with a focus on
game. Catering.
Virå bruk, Stavsjö, +46 705 88 69 70, classe@virabruk.se,
virabruk.se
Latitude: 58.77447 | Longitude: 16.45354

NIELSENS TRÄDGÅRDSSERVICE
Mainly tomatoes, but other vegetables as well.
Pilvägen 7, Tystberga, +46 70 604 06 95,
gu.nielsen@hotmail.com
Latitude: 58.87276 | Longitude: 17.12434

VRENA BOUTIQUE
Lifestyle store with a carefully selected range of clothes
and furnishings and everything you need for the dinner
table.
Lilla Stentorp, Vrena, +46 73 745 57 38,
info@vrenaboutique.se, vrenaboutique.se
Latitude: 58.8696734 | Longitude: 16.7285819

NYKÖPING STRAND UTBILDNINGSCENTRUM
Upper secondary school offering restaurant and hotel
training. Restaurant where our students cook food with
passion and local produce.
Gästabudsvägen 6, Nyköping, +46 702 13 31 00,
+46 155 28 44 24, hannu.husa@nsutbildning.se,
nsutbildning.se
Latitude: 58.74503 | Longitude: 17.01270

VRENA GRÖNT
Greenhouse cultivated tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers,
chilli, planting herbs and lettuce. Farm shop.
Lilla Stentorp, Vrena, +46 70 647 00 05,
info@vrenagront.se, vrenagront.se
Latitude: 58.85125 | Longitude: 16.71387

NYSTUGAN EKOGÅRD
Organic farm with beef, lamb, pig, and game.
Small-scale egg production, open-air vegetable
cultivation, sale of firewood. Farm shop.
Nykyrka, Nystugan, Stigtomta, +46 70 776 22 91,
+46 70 755 10 05, nystugan.ekogard@gmail.com,
FB: Nystugan ekogård
Latitude: 58.8425 | Longitude: 16.8000

WRETA GESTGIFVERI
Gestgifveriet was built in 1699 and includes 22 charming hotel rooms and drawing rooms. Restaurant with
award-winning kitchen, described in e.g. Whiteguide.
Our food is carefully prepared with mainly Swedish
locally produced ingredients, a beautiful garden, free
parking and Wi-Fi.
Wreta Gestgifveri, Ålberga, +46 155 720 22
info@wreta.nu, wreta.nu, FB: wretagestgifveri
Latitude: 58.740686 | Longitude: 16.524124

ONSBERGA GÅRD
EcoFarm with sales of meat and prepared meats
made of beef, pork and lamb.
Onsberga Sättersta, Tystberga, +46 70 653 10 31,
info@onsberga.se, onsberga.se
Latitude: 58.89302 | Longitude: 17.2294

ÅSAS SMAKER FRÅN LANDET
Outdoor cooking with our own or locally produced
ingredients. Food walks with food from the area.
Christineholms gård, Trädgmästbost 1, Nyköping,
+46 70 856 05 60, lantlovet@gmail.com, lantlivet.nu
FB: Åsassmakerfrånlandet, Instagram: lanttanten

RUNNVIKENS PENSIONAT
Accommodation in the manor house. Meals based on ingredients from the farm’s cultivation and local producers.
Lövsunds säteri, Tystberga, +46 76 947 11 63,
info@runnviken.se, runnviken.se
Latitude: 58.87276 | Longitude: 17.12434
SÖRMLANDS NATURBRUK
Educates the next generation of food producers. Green
competence centre.
Öknaskolan, Tystberga, +46 155 26 48 00,
kansli@oknaskolan.se, oknaskolan.se
Latitude: 58.88939 | Longitude: 17.15073

ÖSTER MALMA
Game from our own slaughterhouse. Can be delivered,
purchased in the farmshop or savoured in the restaurant.
Öster Malma, Nyköping, +46 155 24 62 28,
info@ostermalma.se, ostermalma.se
Latitude: 58.952752 | Longitude: 17.156739

STRÄNGNÄS MUNICIPALITY

VILT I VRENA
Pre-cut game and prepared meats from Sörmland. Farm
shop. Open Fridays 10 am–6 pm and Saturdays 11 am–3 pm.
Lilla Stentorp, Vrena, +46 155 919 30,
christer@viltivrena.se, viltivrena.se
Latitude: 58.87096 | Longitude: 16.73038

BETTANS GRÖNA HÖRN
Cultivation of vegetables, fruits, berries. Production of
marmalade, jams, juice, pickled vegetables etc. Raku
pottery. Farm shop in season.
Fogdö Tuna 4, Strängnäs, +46 70 588 37 88,
bettan@gronahorn.se, gronahorn.se
Latitude: 59.44329 | Longitude: 16.86685
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CULINARY CRAFT, THOMASGYMNASIET UPPER
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Training for the food artisans of the future. Basic idea:
“the expanding classroom” where the regional craft food
and meal producers participate actively.
Campus Strängnäs, Thomasgymnasiet, Strängnäs,
+46 152 294 50, jimmy.forzelius@strangnas.se,
strangnas.se/thomasgymnasiet
Latitude: 59.38486 | Longitude: 17.00664
EDSBACKA BISTRO STRÄNGNÄS
Superb neighbourhood tavern. We focus on selected and
quality seasonal produce and Swedish flavours, preferably local produce.
Västervikstorget 6, Strängnäs, +46 152 163 00,
strangnas@edsbackabistro.se, edsbackabistro.se
Latitude: 59.37796 | Longitude: 17.02975
ELSAS KANTIN
Lunch restaurant with a focus on fast, delicious food
with plenty of accompaniments and catering for small
and large groups. Party rooms.
Eskilstunavägen 34, Strängnäs, +46 152 189 55,
info@elsaskantin.se, elsaskantin.se

MORRARÖ ODLINGAR OCH NÖJEN
Cultivation of strawberries, potatoes, and vegetables.
Organic meat production of lamb. Lambskins. Farmshop
open seasonally. Morrarö 4, Strängnäs, +46 704 44 31 52,
+46 152 326 79, info@morraro.se, morraro.se
Latitude: 59.435181 | Longitude: 17.055061
PRINTZ BAGERI
Organic sourdough bread baked in a wood oven.
Flour from local mills. Café with delicious pastries.
Pizza evenings in July/August. Wine and beer.
Brogatan 21, Stallarholmen, +46 152 422 30,
info@printzbageri.se, printzbageri.se
Latitude: 59.35949 | Longitude: 17.20824
STRÄNGE BREWING COMPANY
Micro brewery & Pop Up Taproom on the shores of lake
Mälaren. Locally produced craft beer and restaurant.
Outdoor restaurant and small farm shop.
Hornuddens Trädgård, Strängnäs, Ulrika +46 70 309 51 54,
Glenn +46 760 45 30 28, strangebrew.beer

GRIPSHOLMS VÄRDSHUS
Some “Swedish cultural gems” with ingredients from
local farms and local producers.
Kyrkogatan 1, Mariefred, +46 159 347 50,
info@gripsholms-vardshus.se, gripsholms-vardshus.se
Latitud: 59.25778 | Longitude: 17.22333

TAXINGE KROG
A restaurant with an ambition to create context. We
want to communicate how the location and the current
season tastes. The same table and time for all guests
hopefully induces thoughts about the significance of the
meal as a social platform.
Södra skogen 13, Mariefred, +46 159 700 17,
+46 70 467 94 04,
info@taxingekrog.se, taxingekrog.se

HORNUDDENS TRÄDGÅRD
Organic café, top quality organic restaurant with own
organic farming, shop & guest harbour at Lake Mälaren.
Open from Easter to Halloween.
Aspö, Hornudden, Strängnäs, +46 707 32 61 85,
+46 152 326 18 kontakt@hornudden.net, hornudden.net
Latitude: 59.43962 | Longitude: 17.03198
HOTEL ROGGE
Sourdough bakery and pastry-making with a cafe (Roggebageriet). Gastro-pub (Harrys) serving food cooked with
quality ingredients. Gyllenhjelmsgatan 20, Strängnäs, +46
703 21 91 05, +46 152 228 80, catharina@hotelrogge.se,
hotelrogge.se Latitude: 59.37654 | Longitude: 17.02754
ICA SUPERMARKET TORGHALLEN
Supermarket in the centre of Mariefred with an ambition
to provide ”more locally produced food”.
Storgatan 9, Mariefred, +46 73 981 10 98, +46 159347 20,
peter.tornblom@supermarket.ica.se
ica.se/supermarket/torghallenmariefred
Latitude: 59.25922 | Longitude: 17.22241
KLIPPINGE GÅRD
Pick-your-own and sale of maize.
Klippinge gård, Stallarholmen, +46 152 412 50,
klippinge.gard@telia.com, FB: Klippinge gård
Latitude: 59.41113 | Longitude: 17.14747

MILLERT O DAHLÉN KÖTT, VILT OCH CHARK
Cutting and processing of locally produced meat.
Own shop.
Brogatan 21, Stallarholmen, +46 70 735 43 91,
kottbutiken@gmail.com, FB: Köttbutiken Millert & Dahlén
Latitude: 59.35971 | Longitude: 17.20674

TURINGE OST & VIN
Welcome to a well-stocked cheese and deli shop with
bistro and ice cream bar!
Gamla Strängnäsvägen 335, Nykvarn, +46 8 55 80 73 60,
info@turingeostochvin.se, turingeostochvin.se
Latitude: 59.19411 | Longitude: 17.44538
ULVHÄLL FEST, MÖTE & EVENT
Rent Ulvhälls manor and cooking studio.
Ulvhälls Allé, Strängnäs, +46 761 10 15 06,
info@ulvhall.se, ulvhall.se
Latitude: 59.37745 | Longitude: 17.03212
ÄLEBY GÅRD
With a holistic feeling, Äleby offers game, garden cultivations, a farm shop, active cooking, weddings, conferences
and a restaurant.
Äleby gård, Herrgården, Stallarholmen,
+46 152 421 48, info@aleby.com, aleby.com
Latitude: 59.42482 | Longitude: 17.25120
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SÖDERTÄLJE MUNICIPALITY

VINGÅKER MUNICIPALITY

BREAD SHOP/MINIKAFÉ PRINTZ BAGERI
Neighbourhood store with ecological sourdough bread
and pastry from Printz Bageri in Stallarholmen.
Flour from local mills. Sörmland's delicacies.
Salads and sandwiches.
Nedre Torekällgatan 5, Södertälje, +46 8 23 14 14,
sodertalje@printzbageri.se, printzbageri.se

ARCHANGELICA
We grow and process fruits, herbs, and honey aiming to
achieve pure and genuine flavours without additives.
Lundbyskog Larslund, Vingåker, +46 708 67 62 66,
info@archangelica.se, archangelica.se
Latitude: 59.06767 | Longitude: 15.74742

JÄRNA BAGERI
Craft bakery in central Järna. Bread, buns, cakes and freshly ground flour for sale. Ecological produce and ancient
cereals. Café and lunches.
Åsgatan 2, Järna, +46 8 546 113 33, info@jarnabageri.se,
jarnabageri.se
PRAKTISKA GYMNASIET I SÖDERTÄLJE
Upper secondary school with restaurant, bakery and
pastry programmes. Apprenticeships. At least 50% of the
time in internships.
Industrivägen 21, Södertälje, +46 709 12 21 28,
ralf.kedja@praktiska.se, praktiska.se/Södertälje
Latitude: 59.19536 | Longitude: 17.62569
SKANSHOLMENS SJÖKROG
Restaurant Sjökrogen, Bistro, Sommarklubb Skanshyllan,
Café, shop, distillery, camping and marina.
Mörkö, Hölö, +46 8 551 550 66, +46 73 600 77 73,
info@skansholmen.com, skansholmen.se,
FB: Skansholmens Sjökrog, Brännvinsbränneri & Bistro
STIFTELSEN SKILLEBYHOLM
Garden training and ecological/biodynamic vegetable
cultivation with sales in own farmshop.
Lunch restaurant and conference facilities.
Skillebyholm 7, Järna, +46 8 551 577 85,
info@skillebyholm.com, skillebyholm.com
Latitude: 59.04233 | Longitude: 17.60880

BERGA KULTURKAPELL
Summer café with home baked bread, shop with handicrafts and exhibitions. B&B. Relax in a unique environment with outdoor seating.
Berga Kapell, Vingåker, +46 768 44 57 50,
+46 739 53 34 38, info@bergakulturkapell.se,
bergakulturkapell.se
Latitude: 59.05117 | Longitude: 15.80812
JULITA RAPSOLJA
First cold-pressed rapeseed oil in the country, natural
and flavoured with herbs. Skincare products. Farm shop
at Vingåkers golf.
Båsenberga Kogölet, Vingåker, +46 707 91 02 52,
+46 150 910 25, info@julitarapsolja.se, julitarapsolja.se,
vingakersgolf.se
Latitude: 59.06667 | Longitude: 15.91667

MISCELLANEOUS
LRF SÖDERMANLAND
We work to promote growth and competitiveness in
Sörmland’s food production.
Klustervägen 11, Vreta Kloster,
sodermanlands.rf@lrf.se, lrf.se/sodermanland,
Margareta Malmquist, Chairman, +46 70 716 77 77
OVERPASS
Advice and publications in the grocery industry. Nils Eric
Näslund, Nygatan 15, Strängnäs, +46 738 12 39 48,
+46 708 11 62 85, nen@overpass.se

TROSA MUNICIPALITY
BERGS GÅRD TROSA
Shop, café, restaurant, overnight accommodation, producers of meat, bread and pastries. Farm shop, café and
restaurant with the farm’s grass-fed and ecological beef.
Accommodation in cabins. Mountainbike- and hiking
trails. Weddings, parties & conferences. Child friendly.
Bergs Gård Stora Huset 1, Västerljung, +46 70 495 49 32,
info@bergsgardtrosa.se, bergsgardtrosa.se
Latitude: 58.86839 | Longitude: 17.43690

RHEUM
Producers’ association for small-scale and joint sales in
selected stores in Stockholm and Sörmland.
Contact: Malin Schreiber, +46 76 245 39 18,
info@rheum.se, rheum.se
SPIDER EVENT MARKETING
Coordination/collaboration, marketing,
food and beverage projects, etc . +46 705 98 05 55,
bengt.jansson@spiderevent.se, spiderevent.se

At matkluster.se you can find more information about Sörmlands Matkluster
and a searchable map with the geographic locations of members.
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Favourite

spots
in Sörmland

The county’s tourism
managers recommend
a few gems you
mustn’t miss!
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ESKILSTUNA municipality
MAGDAKULLAN
Magda is a pioneer in ecological cultivation and animal husbandry. They
started with biodynamic cultivation
in 1976. Today, they breed the Swedish Red Polled. Animals are helping
keep the county alive and contribute
to biological diversity, as well as providing fantastic meat that is for sale
in the farm shop. In the farm shop,
you can also buy cheese, rapeseed
oil, eggs, biscuits, jam and other
delicacies. Thee is also a Stable Café
on the farm, which serves ecological
coffee, home-baked pastries and
sandwiches.
Magda säteri, Västra Näshulta,
+46 16 800 18, magdakullan.se

MARY'S CAFÉ
A blissful mix of organic and locally
produced food. Beautiful apple orchard and rural B&B. Gallery. Music.
Shop.
Åkerbyvägen 2, Eskilstuna,
+46 16 35 01 05, maryscafe.se

WÄSBY MAGASIN
Visit the shops at Wäsby and be inspired by furnishings and fashion, an
art gallery and a café and bakery in a
traditional Swedish environment.
Rosells väg, Torshälla, Eskilstuna
+46 709 84 14 36, wasbymagasin.se

Flen municipality
HOTEL MALMKÖPING

Right next to the beautiful park is
Axellents retro-bistro, run by Axel
Johnsson, and filled with nostalgia
and curios. The walls are covered
with a large collection of beautiful
old enameled and plate signs, adding
to the charming atmosphere.
+46 733 260 516, sparreholmsslott.com

HEDENLUNDA CASTLE
Hedenlunda Castle is perfect for
a beautiful wedding, but also for
conferences in a quiet environment
with stunning nature around the
corner. Or how about a splendid
castle weekend where you stay
royally in the castle and enjoy good
food, with many of the restaurant’s
ingredients picked directly from the
castle’s own gardens. Experience the
castle bath ritual with a top notch
sauna landscape.
+46 157 754 00, hedenlundaslott.se

Gnesta municipality
STERNERSBORGS
CHOKLAD
The most delicious pralines in
Sörmland and home-made ice cream
based on milk from the neighbour it doesn’t get more locally produced
than that! Weekdays 11 am - 5 pm,
Saturdays 11 am - 3 pm.
Stationsvägen 22, Björnlunda,
+46 158 133 00, FB: Sternerborgs
choklad

STERNERSBORGS
GLASSPAVILJONG
On 18 June, Wattrangsborg in
Björnlunda transforms into a giant
ice cream beaker. Welcome to enjoy
fresh Italian ice cream with new
flavours every day. Made with milk
from the KRAV-certified farm
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Önnersta, 1,500 m from here. Follow
us on FB and Instagram to see if we
have your favourite flavour today.

GNESTA STRAND
On the shore of lake Frösjön in
central Gnesta is Gnesta Strand,
a restaurant & bar with a large
splendid patio facing the lake. We
serve a well-composed and exciting
menu that changes according to the
seasons.
Margretedalsvägen 4, Gnesta,
+46 158-104 54, gnestastrand.se

SKOTTVÅNGS GRUFVA
Heritage oasis in the middle of the
beautiful countryside of Sörmland.
Here you can eat well, watch live
music with the country's finest
artists in all genres, visit artists in
their homes, enjoy children's entertainment, visit Skottvång's mining
museum, hike along Sörmlandsleden,
visit the yarn and craft shops, go to
the market or participate when a
real charcoal stack is lit.
Skottvångs Grufva, Mariefred,
+46 158 259 00, skottvangsgrufva.se

GUSTAFVIKS LJUS & CAFE
A café with loads of home-baked
pastry. You can enjoy with coffee in
a cosy 1890’s environment, where
the tiled stoves and candlelight
spread warmth in the winter. Candles and gifts.
Gustafsvik, Östra Storgatan 41,
Gnesta, +46 158 264 00,
gustafsvikslevandeljus.se
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A modern hotel and conference
facility on a hill in the middle of
Malmköping, surrounded by beautiful nature. The restaurant offers a
relaxed environment to its guests,
where the produce served reflects
what Sörmland has to offer.
Furugatan, Malmköping,
+46 157 245 80, hotellmalmkoping.se

SLOTTETS AXELLENTA
RETROBISTRO AT
SPARREHOLMS SLOTT

katrineholm municipality
BÅLTSNÄS GÅRD
Farm shop with, among others, lamb
from our own ecological (KRAV-certified) sheep and lambs. Cut pieces
of game from the area. B&amp;B.
Båltsnäs Gård, Katrineholm,
+46 70 747 01 46, viltogardsprodukter.se

SÖRTORP
All kinds of vegetables are cultivated
on the farm, as well as rhubarb, Aronia, flowers, potatoes and root vegetables. Buy vegetables (in season), art
or leather. You are also welcome to
hike on Jägernåsen, a nature reserve
located on the farm’s land.
Sörtorp 1, Katrineholm
+46 70 646 21 77, ekojord.se

SULTANS KONDITORI
Café and bakery with a large choice
of freshly baked bread and pastries.
Light lunches such as pies, toast, salads, warm soup or baked potatoes.
Katrineholm: Storgatan 27,
+46 150 100 62 and Åhlénsgallerian,
+46 150 525 60
Vingåker: Storgatan 3, +46 151 100 82,
sultans.se

Nykvarn municipality
TURINGE OST & VIN
Well-stocked cheese and deli shop.
Also a bistro where you can have a
delicious lunch or brunch on Saturdays. Cheese and drinks tastings.
Gamla Strängnäsvägen 335, Nykvarn,
+46 8 558 073 60, turingeostochvin.se

MÅNGFALDENS HUS
Tegelhuset with furnishings, art and
furniture. The café serves cold and
hot food in a cosy environment, hot
and cold drinks and pastries. The
market garden is open April-September.

Gamla Strängnäsvägen 341, Nykvarn,
Tegelhuset: +46 8 552 405 05
Café & Deli: +46 8 552 405 02,
info@mangfaldenshus.se,
mangfaldenshus.se

NYKVARNS FRUKT OCH
GRÖNT

1 location. Plenty of parking and
directly connected with Oxelösund
guest harbour and petrol station for
boats. Musical evenings.
Strandvägen 3, Oxelösund
+46 155 334 50, by-charlie.se

SAILOR KICKIS

A small shop in the middle of
Nykvarn’s centre. Sale of mainly
fruit and vegetables, but also other
products and ingredients.
Centrumvägen 22, Nykvarn,
+46 8 552 456 00,
FB: Nykvarns Frukt och Grönt

Good food by the sea along the pier
at Oxelösunds Fiskehamn. Watch
leisure boats and ships sail by just
outside the window.
Fiskehamnsvägen 12, Oxelösund
+46 70 213 40 61, sailorkickis.se

nyköping municipality

Delicious food combined with activities and the outdoors. Jogersövägen
8, Oxelösund
+46 70 217 22 60,
skavstagolf.se/jogerso-restaurang
FB: jogersorestaurangokonferens

SVÄRDSKLOVA
Summer restaurant and café.
Svärdsklova 1, Nyköping,
+46 155 21 17 00, svardsklova.se

RESTAURANT NYNÄS
Conservatory with summer restaurant with a focus on organic and
locally produced products.
Nynäs slott, Tystberga,
+46 725 29 46 80, nynasslott.se

WRETA GESTGIFVERI
At Wreta Gestgifveri you will find a
unique environment from the 17th
and 18th centuries, and the 22 guest
rooms have been lovingly restored
and individually named after some
of the famous guests from bygone
times.
White Guide-certified.
Wreta Gård, Ålberga, +46 155 720 22,
wreta.nu

oxelösund municipality
LÄGET HAMNKROG OCH
BAR
Classic archipelago tavern with
unbeatable environment. Number
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JOGERSÖ RESTAURANG &
KONFERENS

Strängnäs municipality
GRASSAGÅRDEN
Café in an old townhouse in central
Strängnäs. Lunches and sandwiches.
Kvarngatan 2, Strängnäs,
+46 73 744 86 02, cafe-grassagarden.se

KAFÉ KLAVÉR
“At home” café in Hedlandet outside
Mariefred. View over lake Mälaren
and Mariefred/Gripsholms castle.
In the summer, children’s theatre is
offered in the theatre barn on the
same farm.
Ekbacka gård, Hedlandet Mariefred,
+46 70 686 76 23, kafeklaver.se

RAKSTUGAN KÖK & BAR
New snack restaurant centrally
located in Mariefred.
Munkhagsgatan 10, Mariefred,
+46 73 623 44 00, rakstugan.se
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sÖDERTÄLJE municipality
SKANSHOLMEN
In the magnificent archipelago
around 50 km south of Stockholm
is the picturesque Skansholmens
Sjökrog. At Skansholmen there is
also a small family-friendly camping
in a hilly terrain, located on a ridge
with a view toward the salt lake
from all sides. Around 60 places, all
with power.
Enjoy the summer on the restaurant’s fantastic patio and jetty with
views of the boating life in the guest
harbour.
Skansholmen, Mörkö, +46 8 551 550 66,
skansholmen.com

SKÅPMAT
A small, cosy restaurant in Järna with
ecological, mostly locally produced
food. The restaurant has received an
award in the White guide.
Gula Villan, Järna, +46 070 818 15 50,
skåpmat.nu

MIRAMAR
Cosy, affordable and incredibly delicious Lebanese and Spanish tapas
restaurant:
Strandgatan 10, Södertälje,
+46 8 550 321 20, mira-mar.se

trosa municipality
FINA FISKENS BAGERI
Freshly baked bread and pastries
are available in the shop. They bake
many types of bread, from light
baguettes to sourdough bread. The
shelves are always stocked with
crispbread with sea salt & black pepper as well as buns and cookies. Fruit
and berries in our marmalades are
seasonal. In the summer, the refrigerated counters are filled with smoked
delicacies from the sea, various dips
and sauce. All you need for a perfect
picnic or a day on the sea!
Fiskargatan 12, Trosa, +46 0156 138 47,
finafisken.se

SVENSKA VILTBUTIKEN
Sale of game from Sörmland’s
forests. Beer sausage, fresh salciccia,
game hamburgers, flint steaks and
meat boxes with meat from wild
boar, deer, fallow deer and moufflon
sheep.
Åda Handelshus, Trosa,
+46 70 379 01 56,
svenskaviltbutiken.se

HILLSTA
Berries, potatoes, vegetables and
Pick Your Own. In the farm shop you
can buy seasonal products. Pick Your
Own strawberries and potatoes.
Around 1 July, the strawberries are
usually ripe, for detailed information, please contact us. Potatoes
are usually available around 10 July.
The range of other vegetables caries
according to season and availability.
Hillsta Östra Uppgård, Västerljung,
+46 156 -200 14, hillsta.com
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Vingåker municipality
HJÄLMARGÅRDEN
Cosy gem on the shore of lake Hjälmaren. Both a pleasant restaurant
and a café with a large selection of
ice cream in the summer.
Hjälmargården is located in Läppe
along road 214. Hjälmargårdsvägen,
Vingåker, hjalmargarden.se

BÅSENBERGA HOTELL
OCH KONFERENS
Opulent buffet lunches and
4-course dinners with all you can
wish for in terms of food craft.
basenberga.se

DITT SKAFFERI
Pleasant grill restaurant with big ice
cream buffet and whisky tastings.
Offers several lactose-free alternatives. dittskafferi.se
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Together we develop
and highlight

the food region
of Sörmland
stoltmatisormland.se

stoltmatisormland.se

wind
in
the
sail
for the food region of Sörmland
S tolt Mat i Sörmland wants to inform, inspire and activate everyone
who believes that food is an important part of the county’s future
development.
the interest in food and beverage, locally produced and ecological food is greater than ever, and
not least in the food region of Sörmland. Businesses
in the food industry work tirelessly to satisfy consumer needs. Discussions are held, new meeting places
are arranged, ideas, education and cooperation
projects are developed.

in municipalities and county councils there
are ambitious investments to increase the share of
locally produced food as well as offer food made
from scratch. The public meal in the county is
pursuing a strategy with new, exciting cooperation
projects to help increase the self-sufficiency rate in
the county and in Sweden.

there are positive trends in the food county of
Sörmland. Several of the ambitious targets set up
in the autumn of 2013, when the food strategy Stolt
Mat in Sörmland was presented, have been met
early. Increased sales, more companies and more
working in the industry with food and beverage from
farm to table.

this year we will expand the cooperation model as
we work jointly to prepare a regional food strategy
for the county.

Let’s face the future together
Sörmland is already considered to be one of Sweden's strongest food regions with good conditions
for producing food from land to table. We have fertile land, proximity to major markets and especially
driven entrepreneurs and competent food artisans. Still, there is room for improvement. We have a good
chance of succeeding in making Sörmland one of the country's three leading food regions - if we do it
together.
Proud Food in Sörmland is aimed at everyone who works with food in the county, in one way or another,
from decision-makers to employees. Through planned and regular conversations, where we share ideas
and skills, we can achieve our goal much faster than we would working alone. It’s also much more fun,
especially because increased communication and exchange of ideas between businesses in the food
industry at different levels generates inspiration, followed by new approaches and ideas. This also means
that all the participants benefit from interesting information about food-related education, meetings,
get-togethers, events and competitions.

It is a positive thing when newly
established associations and
clusters feel established and
actively participate in several
contexts.
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tuss
a thousand small steps

to achieve the set targets, Stolt Mat i Sörmland has been

working since April 2014 according to a working model
known as One thousand small steps (TUSS).
According to the model, a number of working groups,
internally referred to as strings, have been formed to work
within different areas.
The groups discuss and present additional goals, which
are referred to internally as good places, for the respective
area. On the way towards these good places, to keep the
momentum up, a number of milestones are set up along the
way.

in 2018 the following strings meet three-four times over
the year. Consumer, Communication and Business Development, Competence Development, Public Meals, and
Berries, Fruit and Vegetable Cultivation. New strings will
be launched – Chefs, Fish, and a string where the county’s
largest grocery companies can meet.
The Dairy and Slaughter strings have turned into project
groups in the spring.
The work is pervaded by the participants' passionate willingness to create added value for Sörmland as a food region.

Passion

Mission

The desire
to create

proud and smart food
for a good life

Vision

we are proud of our food
culture which contributes
to a better life for the
inhabitants of the county
and our visitors

do you want to participate
in developing food region sörmland?
proud food in sörmland is aimed at those who work with food, enjoy food and
view food as an important development resource for Sörmland. The target group
consists of entrepreneurs, employees in the private and public sector, decision-makers
and officials in publicly financed operations and individuals in regional organisations
and stakeholder organisations.
so, are you a farmer, do you grow vegetables, produce meat, milk, beer, wine or
public sector food? Are you a chef, restaurateur, food retailer or food distributor?
Or do you work with food in some other form, as a business owner or employee, in
Sörmland? If so, we extend a warm welcome for you to join us. We are grateful for
ideas that can strengthen the project.
please contact: Bengt Jansson, Coordinator,
bengt.jansson@spiderevent.se | +46 70 598 05 55

stoltmatisormland.se
PROUD FOOD IN SÖRMLAND IS A COLLABORATION PROJECT BET WEEN:

